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ROY, MORA COUNTY, NEW. MEXICO. SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 1908,

A GREATER
ROY

DT NOV MFXÍCO ITBRAR?

TO

ROY

BECOME THE

ON THE DAW-

Rev. J. S. Russel Addresses Large REASONS OF 0CTAVIAN0 AGUSTINO
LARRAZOLA'S DEFEAT IN
Audience Sunday Evening.

Rev. J. S. Russel addressed a large
audience on the subject "Public
School System", last Sunday even
ing at 8:150 P. M. Rev. Russells ser
mons are logical and philosophical,
clear in their views, ar d impress the
audience and 1 ee,)s their attention
throughout his discourse. He may be
termed the ''Silver Tongue Orator";
we have heard many speakers but
know of none who can surpass Rev.
Russell. He is a person of great intelligence, thoroughly posted on all
matters both local and foreign, and
able to quote good authorities in substantiating his points of argument.
It is a pleasure to hear him speak on
any subject and Roy should be proud
of being able to listen to an

NOVEMBER

NO. 34

Dr. Gibbs Located Here

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, came in last Sat
urday looking for a location to prac
tice medicine and open a drug store.
Dr. Gibbs was formerly a resident of
of Colorado but has been a citizen
of the Sunshine Territory for six years
past: the last two of which have been
spent at Farmington, San Juan Co.,
which point he left a few weeks ago
in search of a more growing country.
After visiting a number of towns in the
north and east part of N. M. the
Doctor has selected Roy as the placa
best suited for his purpose.
We have had the pri ilege of look
ing over the Doctors papers and rinu
that he is reguarly licenced to prac
tice both medicine and pharmacy, also
that he is a member in good standing
of the New Mexico and American
Medical Association and that he has
letters of recommendation from some
of the leading physcians of the Terri
tory showing that he is. a man of
ability and integrity. We take pleasure
in welcoming Dr. Gibh as a citizen
of our' town and assure him that lie
has made no mistake in becoming an
inhabitant of our growing city.

First Andrews is well known in the
Capitol and has all kinds of friends.
Larrazola, has none, the first mention
Roy is on the verge of a great boom
of his name would be hard to grasp
it is destined to become one of the
by any of the members of the house
most prosperous towns in northeastC'f
representatives, it would require
ern New Mexico, it has a splendid
time and study to get that right.
future in the store of great things.
Second Andrews is now well known
The town of Roy did not spring up
all over the territory, the people know
with the income of immigration of
his ability and qualification to do
last year like other towns did along
things. Larrazola is a perfect failure
the main line of the Rock Island Rail
he never has done any good for himway, it was established fiveyears prior
self much less for his own people.
to the coming of the present immigraThird Andrews election' will get us
tion movement and managed to padstatehood; Larazolas election will set
dle its way through the path of growth
us back ten years which means that
The town and its
und development.
we will remain helpless that much
people prospered and now that the
orator.
longer, with no voice in Presidential
tiller of the soil has come and shown
election and territorial matters.
us that we can raise as good crops
Fourth Andrews today is the
The Flag Law
as are raised in the states of fanning
strongest man in the territory, this
Last Sunday evening, Rev. J. S.
.reputation, something grander and
reputation he has won by getting
Russell
in an address to a crowded
more surprising stares us in the face
things for the people of New Mexico.
house, brought out the necessity and
of our future.
He obtained for old veterans $400,000
of displaying the United
importance
annual pensions and $200,000 for pub
The time is not very distant when
States flag upon the school building
lie buildings, he obtained $.'10,000 for
we shall see the prairies which were
of our town during school hours.
yation congress, he obtained for
heretofore covered with large herds
Irri
We agree with Rev.' Russell we will
Birthday Celebration
public schools of this territory
the
of buffalo, cattle, sheep, and horses,
say further that we have a law to that
over $10,000,000 worth of land, by the
owned by eastern capitalists, con
Sunday evening Melville
Last
effect, which really makes it compul
Land Lieu Bill. Mr. Larrazola, does Floersheim of Montoya celebrated
verted into a garden spot made beau- sory
for the school board to procure
not tell of all these things in his his twenty first birthday at the home
tiful bv the hands and skillful brains
a
flag
for that purpose. We below
one
Over
soil.
the
of
campaign.
tillers
the
of his parents Mr. und Mrs. Jacob
of
.
quote an extract 6f the said hiwwhich
Fifth Andrews lost Bernalillo coun- Floersheim on the eastr side. A few,
thousand of homeseekers from all is from Session Laws of 1!KV, Section
ty about 1000 votes two years ago, friends were invited and the evening
parts of this great country of ours 2 of Chapter 48.
their
established
and
here
now
he will carry it almost solid, as was spen in a most enjoyable mancome
have
"The school directors or' hoard of
:.
even those who supported Larra.ola ner. At ten oclock ice cream and
future homes with hopes and promiseducation in the various districts,
are now for Andrews.' The Albuquer cake was served to the guests while
es of a great reward, during the past
cities and towns in the territory shall
year. We want a class of farmers cause the United States flag tobedis que Sun, one Of the largest Democratic later, after dancing and listening to
that have the necessary qualifications played upon the public school build- dailies published in the largest cities some excellent music they were again
in New Mexico,' is supporting Andrews served to a delicious luncheon. Mel
to make out of New Mexico a country
ings or premises therein during school
Larra.ola for the third ville was presented by his ' fat lit-as. great if not greater than Kansas.
hours and such boards of school dinew
country
a
been
never
sro
will
down into defeat with with a deed for
lots adjoir-in- g
time
There has
rectors or boards of education shall
,' that has not experienced its ups and
Wm, J
candidate
Presidential
Oriental, thus being
the
Hotel
the
establish rules and regula
also
Brvan. Larrazola is like a dish o. started in life as a land owner.
downs, the beginning is always a
tions for the proper care, custody and
food warmed over once too often.
The invited guests were: Misses
hard one.
display of the flag; and when, for any
Sixth Andrews, is bound to be the Mae McKinney, Myrtle Tindall, Eva
Roy today has a bright outlook for cause it is not displayed it 'shall be
a complete water works system which placed conspiciously in the principal next Delegate to Congress because the Phelps, Vallie Duncan, Mamie Goodnew
ctmers wai.t MaUl.ctd ate man and Hilda Floersheim; Messers
is now in the course of construction, room of the school building.
way to get it .is to sena Al Hanson, Max Krause,' Floyd Og- only
the
line
pipe
of
a
laying
the
only
lacking
back
to Washington. The len, Floyd Ivey, Fred Ogden, Earl.
Andrews
in the streets and alleys of town. It
Roy Needs A High School
disgusted with fawe Jarmon, Mifliard Aldridge, Eugene
facmuch
very
are
broom
a
is an assured fact' that
Directors
School
of
and tired, iioy and Richard Phalon.
Board
The
Democrats
of
the
spring
promises
the
in
here
bebúilded
tory will
should take! steps to build a new two of the territorial form of government
raised
corn
broom
the
consume
to
room school building to be in its present conditions. Two' years
here. Concrete block works will be story four
Free Seed Wheat
by
the
grades and convert the ago these people had no voice in Anused
busi
leading
the
nut up by several of
For Needy Farmers.
present school building into a high drews election and there are over
ness men of the town, early nextspring
Sept., 7 Delegate W.
Washington
election
school.
this
new
votes
10,000 more
if financial conditions are better by
on the Secretary
called
Andrews
H.
This can easily 1e done by voting than that of the past. Andrews will
that time; as well as a local telephone
and
requested that
Agriculture
of
new bonds; $5000.00. win by the greatest majority ever
which will connect with the long dis- $7500.00 worth of
be
furnished
to those
wheat
seed
some
new
building
the
New
of it to be used for
given a delegate to congress in
tant lines.
county who have
Roosevelt
in
farmers
in
improving
be
used
the
to
$2500.00
get
only
will
and
not
Mexico and he
The prospects of making Roy the
the old building and beautifying the solid vote of the entire Republican suffered from the drouth. The secrecounty seat of a new county are very
tary stated that upon the recomenda-tio- n
h
grounds. The total bond indebtiness party, he will be supported by
srood. which will make it the business
of Governor Curry and Delegate
could
which
$10,000.00.
Two
be
years
would then
of the democrats.
center in a thirty mile radius. Also be easily paid in ten years, as the
he hoped he would be able
Andrews
sympathy
a
quite
created
ago Larazola
another school building will soon be Railway Co., will add greatly toward among
5,000 bushels of seed wheat
furnish
to
his native voters ana manag
constructed which very likely will be the payment of these bonds; in fact
in need.
to
farners
ed to get thousand of votes from native
on the west side. All these things they will pay three-fourtWe believe that if some of our farmthe total Republicans who did not. vote for
of
are points of evidence which lead an indebtedness.Preparations should hei e
ers who lost their seed in the drouth
Andrews because he was a "Gringo".
faith in the future and
May, June and July
,J All v
fore be made to vote this bond issue Larrazola managed to get that vote during April,
Governor and Delthe
to
write
of greater Roy.
would
d
school
board
today
at the next election of the
because he was a Mexican
they
would probably
Andrews,
egate
No one will make a mistake by in
him,
there are few who will vote for
the
as
Roy,
in
wheat
for iliis sec
of
lots
some
that
get
vesting in town
simply because he is a Mexican.
Bishop Pitavaul Will Be In
foundation;
solid
country.
the
a
of
on
tion
built
town is
Roy, On September 25th.
made up of
Ihe surrounding country is
who
people
.
Public School.
hustling
Farmer Attenton
Right Rev. Pitavaul, Bishop of 'the
a ...lass'of energetic,
their-home-;
thus
Fe
winthis
of
make
Santa
Church,
Roman Catholic
rfi here to
The Roy Public School will begin
Prospects for a splendid crop of
with its well established business firms Diocese will be in Roy on the 25th ter wheat was never better. With the Monday, September 14th. The school
according to the Terrifaciliof September to administer confirma- soil in good shape and our Turkey Red will bé graded of Study. The first and
and with its good educational
Course
torial
houses
business
the
tion, it will be a great day for
ties and well founded
seed wheat, (raised in dry Kansas) second grades will be taught by Mrs.
town Catholics in the Roy vicinity,
lit drilled in deep results are postive.
Anna Scott, the other grades includit is bound to become the best
will come down from Springer with
on the Dawson Railway.
We rent our Kentucky Press Wheel ing the eigth will be taught by the
principal,
Rev. Father Cellier pastor of this Drills at nominal charge.
O. H. Kerns.
Floersheim Merc- - Co.
want ad church, he will also announce today
Principal Roy School.
Try a Spanish-America- n
the program for the day.
they do the work
SON RAILWAY
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M., who on July 7, 9'V.. made
entry No, 4W (serial
homestead
Department of the Interior,
sec.
sw
No. 0670), for sw
United States Land Office,
nw
nw
15, and w
ani
Clayton, N..M August 14th, 1908.
section 22, township 19 n.
sw
Notice is hereby given that BonN. M. P. Meridian,
range
27e.,
ifacio E. Lovato; of Leon, N. M.,
filed notice of intention
has
who, on June 0, 190;, made
to make Final five year proof,
homestead entry, No 4t591, serRegister. to establish claim to the land
nw
ial no. 0ú7t, for nw
above described, before U. S.
sec. 17, s.
sw
sec. 20, sw
Commissioner, A. S. Bushkevitz,
'
section IK, township
s. e..
NOTICE for PUBLICATION
at his office in Roy, N. M., on the
18 n., range 81 e., N. M. P. MeriDepartment of the Interior,
5th day of October, 1908.
dian, has tiled notice of intention to
United states Land Office,
Claimant names as witnesses.
make Final five year proof, .to
Clayton, N. M.Aug. 14,1908,
B. Garcia, Jose de Jesus
Jose
establish claim to the land above
Notice is hereby given that Garcia, Eulaterio Ulibarri, Cedescribed, before U. S. Court Trinidad Lucero, heir of AscenCommissioner, Manuel Martinez, ción Bernal, of Roy, N. M., who sado Garcia, all of Roy, N. M.
Edward W. Fox,
at his office in Gallegos, N.M., on April 1, 1903, made homestead
Register.
the 21th day of September, 190. entry No. 4497 (serial, No. CÜG9),
Claimant names as witnesses: forsl-2nnw
sec. 31 s
Nestor C. de Baca, JuanM. C. de
section 32, township 21n.,
NOTICE for PUBLICATION.
Baca, Julio Lovato, Pedro J.. Lo- range l'oe.,
M. r. meridian,
i.
of the Interior,
Department
M.
vato, all of Leon,
has tiled notice of intention to
Land Offiice,
United
States
Edward W. Fox.
make Final five year proof, to es
Clayton, N. M. July 7, 1908.
-1- 0-3
Register.
tablish claim to the land above
Notice is hereby given that Jose
described, before A. S. Bushke-vitz- , Garcia, of Gallegos, N. M., who
the preseut date and he has totally
U. S. Commissioner, at his
said land"; and that said
on December 29, 1902,' made
PUBLICATION.
NOTICE
for
his
to
due
not
was
office
in Roy, N. M. on the 3rd homestead entry No. 4278 (Serial
alleged ahscence
Department of the Interior, day of October, 190.
employment in the military or navy
No. 0(377) for Lots 1,2, 3 and 4,
servid: of the United States in time of
United States Land Office,
Claimant names as witnesses: section 30, township 18n., range
men unuo u Clayton N. M. Sept;, 3rd, 1908.
wars: saui anmaviumi
Feliciano Lucero, Adolfo Monto- - 32e., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notili
arehaivhy
given
hereby
that
Notice
is
I0!)8.said
parties
lv 25,
yo, Thomas McGrath, John Ta- - notice of intention to make Final
edto appear, respond and offer evidence Francisco Baaay Sandoval of Roy, sharski, all of Roy, N. M.,
five year proof, to establish claim
touching said allegation at 10 o'clock N. M. who, on Jan. 4, 1901, made
Edward V. Fox.
to the land above described, be
Register. fore Manuel Martinez, U. S.
a. in. on October 3rd 1MH, before A. homestead entry (Serial No 0993)
NE
and
S. Bnshkevit, V. S. Commissioner, No. 2l54, for N
Court Commissioner, at his office
NW1-4- ,
27
N
township
hearing
linal
section
M
(and
that
N,
Hoy,
at
in Gallegos, N.M. on the 2 1st
NOTICE for PUBLICATION.
will be held at 10 o'clock a. ni. on 21 N., range 2 E., N.M.P. Meriof September, 1908.
day
Department of the Interior,
October 13, l'.)08,before) the llegiter dian, has filed notice of intention
names as witnesses;
Claimant
United States Lund Office,
and Receiver at the United States to make final five year proof, to
Juan Garcia,
Garcia,
Gregorio
13,1908.
M.
August,
Clayton.N.
establish claim to the land
Land Office in Santa Fe, N. M.
M. Martinez Ptdro Muniz,
Jose
givin
hereby
that
Notice
is
W.
H.
a
U'
Willcox,
in
The said contestant having,
Rey, N. M. all of Gallegos, N. M.
proper affidavit, filed August 24th l!)0á S. Court Commissioner, at his Felicano Lucero, cf
Edward W.Fox.
who on April 1, 1903, made homeset forth facts which show that aftir office in Roy, N. M., oí theáith
Register.
No.
4498
(serial,
No
e
entry
stead
day of October, 190.
diligence personal service of this
015158) f(ír s
32,
w
sec.
ne
names
or
witnesses;
hereby
as
Claimant
can not be made' it is
section 33, township 21n.,
dered and directed that sudh notice George G míales, Dolores Ro nw
NOTICE foi PI BIJCATTOM
25 e., N.M. P. Meridian,
range
Al
M.
'publicaMartinez,
mero,
Doroteo
and'
proper
due
by
be given
Department of the Interior,
ejandro Bri:ich, all of Roy N. M has filed notice of intention to
tion.
United states Land Office,
esfive
to
year
Proof,
Final
make
11.
Otero,
Manuel
Edward W. Fox.
N. M. August, 14 1908.
Clayton,
tablish claim to the land above
Register.
10 17
Resistor.
Notice is hereby given th.t
described, before A. S; Bushke
vitz, U. S. Commissioner, at his Demetrio (Jarcia, of Gould, N.M.
NOTICE for PUBLICATION.
office in Roy, N. M., on the 3rd who, on August 5, 1902, made
CONTEST NOTICE.
homestead entry No. 3899 (SeDepartment of the Interior,
day of October, 1908.
OÓÍ57) for S
S. E.
Department of the Interior,
United States Lind Offiice,
Claimant names as witnesses: rial No.
Sec. 22
21,
andW.
Sec.
,
Clayton, N. M. Sept. 3rd, 1908.
Monto--yaUnited States Land Office,
Adolfo
Trinidad Lucero,
28
19
range
e, N.
n,
township
Notice is hereby given that
Santa Fe, N. M., August
Thomas McGrath, J(.hn Te.- filed
notice
has
XT
M.
Meridian,
P.
n
Tl
Roy,
N.
Mexico
having
Neo
Lucero,
of
affidavit
A sufficent contest
iu.
snarsKi, an oi itoy,
of intention to make final five
been tiled in this office by Federico who on Aug., 26, 1905, made desFox.
W.
Eward
Tafova, of Roy, N. M., contestant, ert land entry (o:)J7)No. 21ti, for
year proof, to establish claim to
Register.
against Homestead entry No. 7804, SW.
the land above described, before
W.
SE.
sec. 8,
ne
inade Masch 24, 1004, for the e
Alex. S. Bushkevitz, U. S. ComsecNW.
town
27,
SE.
NE.
and
section
se
and e
PUBLICATION.
NOTICE
FOR
Maragret
24
e., hy
missioner, at his office in Roy, N.
ship 22 n., range
tion 17, to wnship 20N, range 2
iwpv. contnstee. in which it is alleged E.,N.M.P.Meridianhastilednotice
of
the
Department
Interior.
M., on the 3rd day of Oct. 1908.
that " said Miss Perry has wholly - of intention to make fi nal proof,
U.
S.
Office,
Land
Claimant names as witnesses:
bandoned said tract; that she lias
Clayton, N. M. August 14, 1908. J. B. Garcia, Leonor Pacheco, J.
,.i,..mreil her residence therefrom for to establish claim to the "land
Notice is hereby given that M. Flores, Nazaro Flores, all of
more than six months since making
described, before the Reg
said entry; that said tract is not ister and Receiver, at Clayton, JuanN. Montoya, of Roy, N. M. Roy, N. M.
uttloil nnon and cultivated by said
who on April 27, 1901, made
Edward W. Fox.
party as required by law; never built N M. on the 24th day of October
No.
28(51,
(seri
entry
homestead
making
1908.
Register.
since
land
the
a house upon
secSE
entry to the present date, nor lias she
Claimant names as witnesses; al no. OÍ571) for S
in any way complied with the require- Jose U. Baca, of Roy N. M. tion 5, and N
NE
section 8,
ments of the homestead law as to resi- Manuel Arguello of
25
N,
19
E., N. M. ' NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
range
township
N.
M.
Albert
dence or cultivation; that she has been
filed
of
has
notice
P.
meridian,
M.
of
N.
last
years
Lucero
Casemiro
three
Department of the Interior,
Albert
than
more
absent for
past up to the present date; she now Olivero Lvcero of Gallegos N. M. intentions to make fiinal five
Unites States Land Office,
resides in California and will never reyear proof, to establish claim to Clayton. T. M' August 21st 1908- W.
Fox.
Edward
alleged
turn toherclaim:" and that said
the land above described, before
94210-17- .
Register.
Notice is hereby given that
absence was not due to employment
U.
S.
A.
Commis
S.
Bushkevitz,
the
of
E. Dolch, of Roy, N. M.,
service
naval
Oscar
or
military
in the
sioner, at his office in Roy, N. M. who, on February 11, 1907 made
United States in time of war; said
NOTICE for PUBLICATION.
affidvait having been Hied July 25, 1008
on the 5th day of October, 1908. homestead entry No. 15028 (ser
said parties are hereby notilied to apInterior-UniteDepartment
of
the
Claimant names as witnesses; ial no. 0783), for SW. - section
pear, respond, and offer evidence
States Land Offiice, Aurelio Aldeiz, Thomas McGrath 29, township 20 N,? ran? 20 E.,
at 10
touching said allegation
Clayton, N. M; Sept. 3rd, 1908.
o'clock a. m. on October 2, 1008,
Trinidad McGrath, Manuel Gal- - N. M. P. meridian, hi3 filed noNotice is hereby given that egos, all of Roy, N. M.
A. S. Bushkevitz, U. S. Comtice of intention to make final
missioner, at Roy, N. M., (and that Tobias Jaramilloof Roy, N.M. , who
W.
Fox.
Edward
commutation proof, to establish
10
linal hearing will beheld at o'clock on October 12, 1903,
made homeRegister.
claim to the land above described
October 12. 1008, before) the
Register and the Receiver at the Unit stead entry (0998) No. 5101, for
before W. H. Willcox, U. S. Court
NE.
ed States Land Office in hanta fe, n. NE.
section 33, W.
Commissioner at his office in
M.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
NW.
and NW
SW.
sec
Roy, N. M., on the 2nd day of OcTlie said contestant having, in a tion .54, townsnip i N. range 29
of
Department
tho
Interior,
tober 1908.
proper affidavit, tiled August 1"), 1008. E., N. M. P. Meridian,
U. S. Land Offiice.
has filed
Claimant names as witnesses:
set forth facts which show that after
' due diligence personal service of this notice of intention to make final Clayton, N. M. August 14th, 1908.
Turner, Filetus H. Foster.
John
notice can not he made, it is hereby five year proof, to establish claim
Notice is hereby given that Edward B. Holmes and Millard
ordered and directed that such notice to the land above described, de- Manuel Gonzales y Duran,
Alldridge, all of Roy, N. M.
be triven Hue unu proper puuiicauon. scribed, before W. H. Willcox,
of Petra Torres de
Manuel R. Otero,
Edward W. Fox,
U. S. Court Comm., at his office Martinez, deceased, of Roy, N.
Register.
-3.
Register,
'

Contest Notice.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
August 24th 11)08.
atlidavit. having
contest
A sutlicent
been tiled in this onto hy Luis Silva,
contestant, against
of Hoy, N. M
lioniestead entry No. 78(11, made Maivh
and E.
24, 1)D4, for E. 2 NE
section 34, township 22 N.,
SE
V,.. hv Alexander H. Perry,
Conteste, in which it is alleged that
said Alexander H. l'erry has wholly
abandoned said track; that he has
changed his residence therefrom for
more" than six months sinc-- i making
saih entry, that said track is not settled upon and cultivated hy said parly as required hy law: that since
nia king entry, he has never established
residence on his claim nor has he in
any way complied with the homestead
law, and that he has heen abse?nt
from said land fur inore than thres
years last past and continues so until

NOTICE

for

in Roy, N. M.on the 24th day of
October 1908.
Claimant names as witnesses;
Juan A. Bernal, of Roy N. M.,
Tomas A. Rivera, of Roy N. M.,
Nemesio Blea, of Gould N. M.,
Andres C. Pacheco of Gould N. M.
Edward W. Fox.

PUBLICATION.
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How Hammer of Death Struck James.
The old parish church of Plumstead,

Wool Warehouse Committee.
Cheyenne, Wyo. It is announced at
which has just been reopened, is prob- the headquarters of the National
Wool
ably at least 1,000 years old. The pic- Growers' Association here that as a
turesque churchyard, a cherished result of the recent meeting in Salt
haunt of the poet Bloomfleld during Lake City, Utah, the association will
his visits to Shooter's Hill, contains a send a committee east to investigate
delightfully choice "derangement of the several sites offered the sheepmen
epitaphs." One of these, on "Master for their wool warehouses. The itinJames Darling, aged ten," teaches a erary has not been arranged, but as
lesson of moderation during the pres- the committee was instructed to make
trip during the second week in Ocent cherry season to the youth of other the
tober, it is expected that sheepmen
places besides Plumstead. Speaking will gather
in Denver October 4th, and
from his tombstone, Master Darling be prepared to hear any propositions
exclaims:
the Denver chamber of commerce may
"Tne hammer of Death was give to m
care to submit Monday, October Bth.
For eating the cherries oft the tree."
From Denver the committee will go
to St. Joseph, Omaha, St. Paul, Minneapolis and Chicago.
Very Tempting.
The committee from the national asA man was brought before a justice
of the peace charged with the offense sociation will be assisted by one comof kissing a young woman "by force mitteeman from each of the state wool
growers' associations, and as there are
and violence, and against her will."
no less than twenty state organizaThe young lady, who was very hand-iomaffiliated with the national, it is
gave her testimony in a modest tions
expected the joint committee will
and straightforward
manner, after number not less than twenty-fivwhich his honor gave the following de- prominent wool growers. This joint
cision: "The court in this case sym- committee will be empowered to sepathizes with the defendant, and will lect a site, organize the storage comtherefore discharge him without fine, pany and in every manner Inaugurate
Imprisonment or reprimand, because Jhe wool storage movement.
the court while this case ha3 been in
Cripple Creek Gold Output.
progress has been obliged to hold on
Cripple Creek, Colo. The total tonto both arms of his chair to keep
from kissing the complainant himself." nage shipped from the Cripple Creek
district during August amounted to
6C.88G tons, with a gross bullion value
of $1,330,774. These figures show an
increase in tonnage over the month of
July of 1,824 tons, and a decrease in
bullion, value of $14,257. In view of
the fact that the heavy rains have Interfered to a considerable extent with
hauling and that the allied lines have
been unable to supply the full demand
for cars, this record Is considered

FOREST FIRES
IN MINNESOTA
DESTROY. THE TOWN OF

CHI3-HOL-

AND DO VAST AMOUNT

OF DAMAGE.

RELIEF

SENT

TRAINS

THOUSANDS OF ACRES IN FOUR
COUNTIES AND TWO STATES
LAID WASTE.

e,

e

The coming month will see two more
mills of large capacity in full operation. The new spur to be built to
open the northern section of the district will probably be finished this
month. The district is now shipping
its largest daily tonnage to the valley
mills and smelters, an average of almost seventy broad gauge cars leaving
the camp every day. The figures of
tonnage and gross bullion values as
glvin out by the various mills and
sm altera are as follows:
Gross

Av.

Tonnase value

Gold Cyo mill. 28,026
U.S. R. & R. Co.14,000

Thousands of American women
in our homes are daily sacrificing
their lives to duty.
In order to keep the home neat
and pretty, the children well dressed
and tidy, women overdo. A female

3.450
Smelters
9,000
Portland
3,900
Isabella
Job Dandy.... 1,200
3.000
Ironclad
Blue Flag ....1,160
1,150
W. P. G
Wild Horse ... 1,000
mills
Smaller

(estimated)

totals

.1,000

.68.886

value

3.40

B54.914
294.000
234,250
188,000
13,000
9,600
5,250
6,960
5,750
3,400

4.00

4,000

$19.80
21.00
65.00
22.00
3,50
8.00
1.75
6.00
6.00,

$

$1,330,774

Veterans Make No New Demands.
Toledo, O Not for three years will
the Grand Army of the Republic ask
Congress for further relief measures.
Resolutions before the encampment
looking to an amendment to the service pension bill reducing to sixty-fivyears the age at which a veteran can
receive $20 a month, another amending the pending widows' pension bill
LYDIA
to make eligible all soldiers' widows
VEGETABLE COMPOUND who were married prior to the date of
comes as a boon and a blessing, passage of the bill, were laid over in
as it did to Mrs. F. Ellsworth, of favor of the resolution granting ConMayvüle, N. Y., and to Mrs. W. P. gress three years' respite from old solBoyd, of Beaver Falls,
who say: dier legislation.

weakness or displacement is often
brought on and they suffer in silence,
drifting along from bad to "worse,
knowing well that they ought to
have help to overcome the pains and
aches which daily make life a burden.
It is to these faithful women that

E. PINKHAM'S

Pa.,

e

Duluth,

Minn.

The

fires

whl&h

threatened to devastate the entire
range district have been checked, and
Buhl, 600 people, and Nashwauk, 1,000

Inhabitants, which we-- e surrounded by
flames, are safe.
miles northWrenschall, thirty-fiv- e
west of Duluth, is still threatened and
the entire population of G.000 are fighting it. The flames are within a mile
of the city.
i
Small fires are burning all through
the
district between Hibbing
and Colderain, but no further damage
is anticipated.
Chisholm, population 4,000, is almost
entirely destroyed. A score of buildings in the southern part of the town
were left, standing.
No fatalities attended the conflagra
tion at Chisholm. The ruined city will
be rebuilt at once.
Relief trains have been pouring In
with aid to the sufferers. A city of
tents will shelter the exiled inhabitants temporarily.
The relief committee appointed by
Governor Johnson is taking active
steps for the relief of the suffering
range people. Chisholm is under mili
tary rule. Company M of the Third
regiment, from Hibbing, Is guarding
the ruins from looters.
Several hundred settlers In the
burned-ove- r
region are refugees in the
range towns and 4,000 are homeless in
Chisholm alone.
Conservative estimates of the loss
caused by the forest fires in northern
Minnesota and In the northwestern
portion of Wisconsin place the total at
$3,510,000. Of this amount $1,750,000
is Chisholm's loss.
The strong wind which had driven
the flames before it in many timbered
and agricultural
districts subsided
this morning and the thousands of
homeless people were given a chance
to take stock of their belongings and
prepare to replace the many burned
farms and settlements and the
town of Chisholm on the
miles north
Mesaba range, sixty-fivof Duluth.
g

e

Rawhide, Nevada, Burned.
Rawhide, Nev. Three thousand people homeless, a score or more injured
and a property loss of over $750,000
is the result of a disastrous fire which
started at 9:30 Friday night In Dr.
Garner's office, located in the Rawhide
building, which
Drug Company's
spread quickly to the Ross hotel and
from there its sweep was uninterrupted south and east to Balloon avenue and up Rawhide avenue to within
fifty yards of the People's Hospital.
Over a ton and a half of dynamite was
used in the demolition of buildings,
which, in a measure, stayed the
flames' progress.

was not able to do my own work,
President's Vacation Nearly Ended.
owing to the female trouble from which
Oyster Bay, N. Y. President RooseI suffered. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege- velt's
vacation, according to present
table Compound helped me wonderfully,
and I am so wcU that I can do as big a plans, will come to an end September
day's work a I ever did. I wish every 22nd, when the chief executive and
his family will depart from Sagamore
sick womau .voiud try it
Hill to take up their residence in the
FACTS FOR SICK WOMEN. White House at Washington for the
" For thirty yecvrs Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's coming winter and spring.
With ths
Vegetable Compound, made-fro- close of the present vacation of the
Oyster Bay will cease to be
roots and herbs, has been the President,
as the summer capital of the
known
standard remedy for female ills, United States. The residents of the
G. A. R. Coming to Salt Lake.
andhas positively cured thousands of little village regret that the honor
Toledo, O. At the wish of Gen. I. R.
, women who have been troubled with
their quaint little town has held is to Sherwood his $1 a day pension was
displacements, inflammation, ulcera- be taken away.
not brought up for consideration, and
tion, fibroid tumors, imgularities,
a resolution asking Congress to pay
bearing-periodic pains, backache, that
of war $2 a day pension
spent
on
day
a
the
a
and
half
After
feeling, flatulency,
down
was laid over. After the installation
nervous prostration. ground making personal investiga of the newly elected national officers
tions and listening to propositions of at the morning session Friday, the
Why don't you try it ?
A. R. delegates decided upon Salt
Mrs. Pinkham invites all sick real estate men, J. H. McDowell of the G.
City as the next meeting place.
women to write her for advice. federal treasury department, has re Lake
Salt Lake had been chosen for
After
report
capital
to
to
on
a
the
turned
She has guided thousands to
prospective site for the new postofflce the encampment, Vice Commander-in-Chie- f
health. Address, Lynn, Mass.
Scott notified the encampment
building of Fort Collins. Bids for a
Watson E.CWmnn.Wiufo. postoffice site were opened in Wash that Atlanta would be In the field for
1S10..
ington July 7th.
PATENTS
MI

indiges-tion,dizziness,- or

ms&jstjss:

Moteámercise

535-mil- e

and Cullcura Soap
In the promotion of 'Skin
Health, Cuticura Soap, assisted by Cuticura, the great
Skin Cure, is undoubtedly
superior to all other skin
soaps because of its influence in allaying irritation,
inflammation, and cloggin
of the pores, the cause ol

In

disfiguring eruptions;

antiseptic cleansing, in stimulating sluggish pores, in
emollient and other properties, they have no rivals.
.

Sold throughout the world. Depots : London, tt.
Charterhouse Sq. : Paris, t, Kue d la Palx Australia, K.Towns A Co., Sydney; India, B. K. Paul,
Calcutta: China, Hong Kong Drug Co. : Japan,
Maruyn, Ltd., Tokio! Russia, Ferreln, MpacowJ
Bo. Africa, Lennon, Ltd., Cape Town, etc. ; U.8.A.,
Potter Drug Chein. Corp., Sole Props., Boston.
ree, Cuticura Book ou Care ot the Skin.

TOILET ANTISEPTIC
Keeps the breath, teeth, mouth and body

antiseptically clean and free from unhealthy germ-lif- e
and disagreeable odors,
which water, soap and tooth preparations
alone cannot do. A
germicidal, disin- feeling and deodorizing toilet requisite
of exceptional excellence and economy. Invaluable
for inflamed eyes,
throat and nasal and

uterine catarrh. At

drug

and

stores,

SO

toilet

cents, or

by mail postpaid.
Large Trial Sample

"health and ieauty" iook nt rate
THE PAXTON TOILET CO., Boston, Mass.
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HOW TO EAT FRUIT
SUGGESTIONS FOR THOSE WHO
WOULD AVOID FATNESS.
Most Fresh Vegetables Also Are Flesh
Making
Use Neither Sugar Nor
Cream with Fruits In th
Least Acid.
The summer Is a bad season for
women who are Inclined to grow stout,
for almost all fresh vegetables are
fleshmaklng; so, too, are many of
the fresh fruits. What makes the situation more difficult ,for fleshy persons is the fact that both of these
articles of diet are excellent for the
complexion and the blood, and therefore should not be eliminated from the
dally menu.
As suggestions of how to eat fruit
without Increasing weight, try the following: Peaches are among the most
desirable food, being nourishing and
thirst quenching. They may be eaten
In great quantity and will have little
effect upon the flesh unless sugar is
taken with them. Cream should never
be. used in combination with them or
any other fruit which is in the least
acid, because it curdles, making a
fermentation that renders digestion
difficult or impossible.
Cantaloupe melons should not be
eaten by persons who find that they
cause an acid condition of the stomach. It is only fair to say, however,
that they are less apt to bring on this
state if seasoned with salt rather than
sugar. Pears are less digestible than
either of the first two fruits mentioned. Watermelon is delicious to
the taBte, but it is utterly lacking in
any nourishing qualities. Therefore,
when it is eaten, it should be as a
substitute for water and is more digestible between meals than when
taken with other food.
Many persons will find that fruit
aten by itself, not with the meals,
is less apt to ferment in the stomach. Doing without water, making
the fruit juice take its place, is also
an aid to digestion. Water may be
drunk freely, however, half an hour
or so after eating.
It is practically impossible to eat
too many fresh vegetables, and it
would be well if, in extremely hot
weather, meat were eliminated every
other day. Beef, mutton, lamb and
the like only heat the blood, and as
less heat is taken from the body in
warm weather than in cold, it is not
necessary to give the same food supply that is required in winter. String
beans, beets, spinach, boiled cabbage
and other watery vegetables are not
fat making. Corn, green peas, lima
beans and the like do make flesh. But
it should be remembered that they
may be eaten now by persons who
should avoid them in winter, because
the Increased flow of perspiration will
help to keep down the weight and
counteract the starchy effect of what
they have taken into their systems.
It is also worth bearing in mind that
not drinking water with food will do
much toward preventing additional

weight
Ice cream is, in effect, something
like fruits already told of. Taken
with meals it is .fattening.
Eaten
alone, as a substitute for food, it is
nourishing; is not fattening and is
easily digested. There is no better
luncheon in summer than a cup of
cold consomme, followed by a dish of
Ice cream, not sherbet The latter is
almost entirely water, while the former is largely milk. It should not be
regarded as a luxury, but as a necessary hot weather food, and the best
quality that can be afforded should
be bought The better it is, the more
cream it contains, the more nourishing it becomes.
Iced liquids, taken in quantity, with
meals, are both fattening and indigestible. Nevertheless, it is not to
be expected that people will give
them up, so the next best thing is
that they shall be taken betweei,
meals.
-

Physicians Recommend Castoria
fASTOEIA. has met with pronounced favor on the part of physicians,

pharma-ceutic- al

societies and medical authorities. It is used by physicians with:
results most gratifying. The extended use of Castoria is unquestionably tha
result of three facts: fínt-T- he
indisputable evidence that it is harmless í

:

That it not only allays stomach pains and quiets the nerves, but assimilates the food: Third It is an agreeable and perfect substitute for Castor OiL
5ecou(f

It

is absolutely safe. It does not contain any Opium, Morphine, or other narcotio
and does not stupefy. It is unlike Soothing Syrups, Bateman's Drops, Godfrey's,
Cordial, etc. This is a good deal for a Medical Journal to say. Our duty, however, is to expose danger and record the means of advancing health. The day
for poisoning innocent children through greed or ignorance ought to end. To
our knowledge, Castoria is a remedy which produces composure and health, by
regulating the system not by stupefying it and our readers are entitled to
the information. Hall's Journal of Health,

mg

Letters from Prominent Physicians
addressed to Chas, II. Fletcher.
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Dr. B. Halstead Scott, of Chicago, Ills., Bays: "I have prescribed your
Castoria often for Infants during my practice, and find it very satisfactory."
Dr. William Belmont, of Cleveland, Ohio, says: "Tour Castoria stands
first In Its class. In my thirty years of practice I can say I never have
found anything that so filled the place."
Dr. J. II. Taft, of Brooklyn, N. Y., says: "I have used your Castoria and
found it an excellent remedy in my household and private practice foe
many years. The formula ia excellent"
Dr. R. J. Hamlen, of Detroit, Mich., says: "I prescribe your Castoria
extensively, as I have never found anything to equal It for children's
troubles. I am aware that there are imitations in the field,, hut I always
Bee that my patients get Fletcher's ."
Dr. "Win. J McCrann, of Omaha, Neb., says: "As the father of thirteen
children I certainly know something about your great medicine, and aside
from my own family experience I have in my years of practice found Caa
toria a popular and efficient remedy in almost every home."
Dr. J. R. Clausen, of Philadelphia, Pa., says: "The name that your Castoria has made for itself in the tens of thousands of homes blessed by the
presence of children, scarcely needs to be supplemented by the endorse
ment of the medical profession, but I, for one, most heartily endorse it and
believe It an excellent remedy."
Dr. R. M. Ward, of Kansas City, Mo., says: "Physicians generally do not
prescribe proprietary preparations, but in the case of Castoria my experience, like that of many other physicians, has taught me to make an exception, t prescribe your Castoria in my practice because I have found it
to be a.thoroughly reliable remedy for children's complaints. Any physician who has raised a family, as I have, will Join me in heartiest recommendation of Castoria."

GENUINE

CASTORIA

ALWAYS

Ueara

of

NEW YORKi
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Guaranteed under the towTa

The Kind You Have Always Bought

jggjPBjBiialH

In Use For Over
CINTAim

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

Just Suppose.
Even boarding house landladies
"S'pose the old man don't get the must pay out good money for the privioffice he's
for?"
lege of boarding street cars.
"Well, he says that'll be a calamity
to the state, but ef the state won't let
Your Druggist Will Tell You
him save it, It'll only have its fool That Murine Eye Remedy Cures Eyes,
self to blame. Ef they turn him down, Makes Weak Eyes Strong. Doesn't Smart,
his responsibility ceases!" Exchange. Soothes Eye Pain and Sells for 50c.

Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS,
as they cannot reach
the seat ot the disease. Catarrh Is a blood or constitutional disease, and in order to cure It you must take
Internal remedies. Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally, and acts directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces. Hall's Catarrh Cure is not a quack medicine. It was prescribed by one ol the best physicians
In this country for years and Is a regular prescription.
It la composed of the best tonics known, combined
with the best blood purifiers, acting directly on the
mucous surfaces.
The perfect combination ot the
two ingredients Is what produces Buch wonderful results In curing catarrh. Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, 0.
.
Sold by DrugKlsts, price 76o.
Take HaU's Family Pills for constipation.

Habit, if not resisted, soon becomes
necessity. St Augustine.

30

COMPANY, TT MURRAY STREET,

THK

Years.

NEW TOUR OtTT.

SICK HEADACHE
CARTERS

They also relieve
Dyspepsia, Indigestion and Too Hearty
Eating. A perfect rem
edy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Bad
Taste In the Mouth, Coated Tongue, Fain in tha

h

fiVk--

Labor rids us of three great evils;
poverty, vice and ennui. Voltaire.
Syrup.
Mrs. Winslow'S Soothing
gums,

For children teething, softens the

reduces
25c a buttle.

Pretty teeth are responsible for a
good many smiles.
AUcn's

Foot-Eas- e,

a Powder

Forswollen, sweating feet. Ulveslnstant relief. The
original powder fur the feet. 2&o at all Druggists.

The man who pays his debts is true
to his trust.

Positively cured by
these Little Pills.

Side,

They regulate the Bowels.

TORPID

LIVER.

Purely Vegetable.

SMALL PILL. SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE.

CARTERS

Genuine Must Bear
Signature
Fac-Simi-
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PUTNAM FADELESS DYES.

Color more

brighter and tarter color than any other dye. One 10c package colors all fibers. They dye In cold water getter than
dr
ripping apart, Writ lor Ire booklet-H- ow
to Dye, Bleach and Mix Color.
Qulney,UUnolm?
MONRO E ORUOOOt

Ml gwmenf without

Official Directory

with but little labor and InvARtmant United States as they had been .to tionally well
The winters ara mild.
Clay for
red Mexico, and many of them fought in The road to the Black Lakes, Cimarron,
and white sandstone, and limestone ex- tne federal ranks during the Civil Elizabethtown,
passes
Taos
and
ist in large quantities and of commer- War. In 1860 the county of Mora was through Guadalupita,
crossing tho
TERRITORIAL.
cial quality. Near Wagon Mount de- created out of part of the county of Coyote twenty-three
cantimes In
W. H. Andrews... Delegate in Congress posits of alum are reported.
Taos. It had seven precincts then, one on. Many a Ashing party the
finds its
George Curry. .Governor of New Mexico
ot me precincts, wo. 4, uayado, later way to this canyon or to the Black
THE
STOCK
INDUSTRY.
J. W. Reynolds
Secretary
being erected Into the counties of Col- Lakes, where trout fishing, as well as
Accordinsr to this
Wm. J. Mills
Chief Justice
fax and Union. Being off the line of hunting, yields excellent sport. PopuS. B. Davis
; . . . .District Atty the county has about 15.000 rattle 7fi.- railroad in greater part, many primiSecundino Romero. District Court Clerk 919 sheep, and 3,000 goats. As a mat tive ways still prevail side by side lation, 250. is
Turaulllo
six miles north of Gua
ter oi tact tnese figures should be mul- with advanced civilization, adding not dalupita.
COUNTY.
There are two
in
tiplied at least bv two. Tl wnnl nrn- - a
little to the picturesoueness and tne valley, with an almost sawmills
Malaqulas Martinez
inexhaustCouncilman duced In the county amounts to about charms
of
section.
the
ible supply of timber to draw on. Hay,
E H. Biernbaum
Representative 750,000 pounds annually, and the cattle
grain, and the legumes are the Drin- E. E. Studley
SETTLEMENTS.
Representative shipped out annually total almost a3
Wagon
nrlH- - cipal crops.
Potatoes, however, are
Mound
Mora
are
Jose Vivian Frezquiez. . .Probate Judge many as the assessment
and
the
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the
grown
to an immense size. A number
Juan Navarro
Probate Clerk county with. It has an ideal range and ipal towns in Mora countv and are
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prospects are in
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mineral
the
head of "Cities and
Sheriff me raising ana rattening of beef cattle treated under
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Chas. U. Strong. Treasurer and Collector is one of the DrinclDal
tne near-D- y
towns of New Mexico."
mountains, but not devel
industries
Albino Martinez
Watrous. on the San Mieuel countv oped to any extent. Population, 350.
Assessor around Wagon Mound, Watrous, and
Coyote is seven miles northeast of
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next in importance as a shipotner settlements. The eastern portion line, ispoint,
Superintendent of Schools is devoted
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being the second largest Mora. It is in a narrow vallev about
entirely
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raising
stock
Alex S. Bushkevltz
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oiuns on an sides, stock raising and
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canons.
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valley. A concentrator situated
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Justice of the Peace being
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Deputy Sheriff as
high as two tons to the acre. For operating a stone quarry which at siderable work is being done on the
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fine mineral prospects in the vicinity.
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the Mora valley to Las Vegas or the best oats and potato producing opportunities for the establishment of
Mora Is one of the few counties in from
Wagon Mound. Five acres produce valley in the county. It has two stores, new industries, the development of lathe Territory where the area appropri- to
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CHURCHES.
Like the rest of New Mexico, Mora Its flavor Is unsurpassed and in size quurters of the La Cuevp. Ranch
Com
county enjoys a peerless climate that and color it has no equal. From the pany,
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Rev. Father
uatnonc ana a Protestant Ant
a
is a specific for lung and throat trou Mora and adjoining
pastor.
Cellier,
valleys 15.000 church and a Protestant
Services held '
mission
bles. Its high altitude, the purity of pounds of oats are shipped annually
monthly.
of
Notices
of service
date
are
Thereschool are maintained.
its atmosphere, the grandeur of its
about 2,000,000 pounds ot corn. also two blacksmith shops at the place. will be posted a week In advance. Noscenery, its pines, spruce, cedar, and and
tify
pastor
of
the
sick calls.
Enough wheat is raised to supply and Population. 500.
pinon forests make it an ideeal sec- keep
busy the year around one modern
Golondrinas lies thirteen mues east
tion for homes and a health-seeker- 's
water-powmill
grist
roller
and
six
METHODIST
Wa
of
EPISCOPAL
west
fifteen
miles
Mora
CHURCH
and
paradise. The annual rainfall is slight muís.
Rev. H. C. Grimmell, pastor. Services
trous. The surrounding valley is wat
and occurs mostly in the summer
purchase
can
The
every
land ered bv the Mora and the Cebolla.
second Sunday ln each month,
months. There are no extremes in tem- already homeseeeker
under cultivation at from $10 Farming and stock raising are tne morning and evening; Sunday school
perature either in summer or winter, to $40 per
county
acre.
every
produces
Mora
Sunday at 10. Rev. Holmes will
principal
and
other
industries.
Alfalfa
the winters- being mild and sunshiny sugar
very rich in saccharine hay. all kinds of cereals, legumes, and preach every fourth Sunday.
and the summers cool, and even cold matter beets
crop to fruits are the principal products. The
a
yielding
heavy
and
at night in the mountainous sections. the acre. The extraordinary purity of settlement has one store and a post- CLUBS.
There is good fishing and hunting in these beets and their high per cent of ofilce. Population. 250.
the country; roads are good and ac- Bugar have created a demand for them,
ROY COMMERCIAL CLUB.
MeetValley
east
Cherry
fifteen
miles
is
commodations for tourists and health and quantities have been snipped to
ings
on first and third Tuesdays
of Watrous, and farming is pursued every held
seekers are plain but substantial and the Colorado beet-sugOfflcerg:
montn
in
F.
uiud
Hall.
ns
lactones
here In accordance with the most mod- A. Hoy, president; Austin Harman, vise
comrortaDie.
an experiment: but. owing to the cost ern methods.
The valley is watered president; Jacob Floersheim, secretary;
RAILROADS.
or freight and the difficulty of taKlng from the Mora river, ditches being
L. E. Aldrldge. treasurer.
Executive
Mora county is crossed from north to the beets to the railroad, sugar-Detaken out on both sides of the river
Frank A. Roy, Austin Harsouth by the great Santa Fe Railway. raising is not as profitable as it would and watering thousands of acres. A- Committee:
man,
L.
Jacob
Aldrldge
E.
Floersheim,
The mileage Is little over 40 miles. A be if a s u erar factory or two were lo lfalfa, corn, oats, and all kinds of fruits and F. S. Brown.
railroad from Las. Vegas to Mora has cated nearer to the beet field. Labor are raised. Vegetables attain an Imbeen surveyed, and an extension from is cheap, water power abundant, and mense size. Hundreds of cattle, fat
PRIMROSE PROGRESSIVE CIRCLE.
Mora to Taos is contemplated. Mora fuel easily secured, factors which and sleek, roam on the adjoining
Meetings held every Saturday after
county needs more railroads for its de would contribute much to the success mesas, while sheep graze peacefully by noon.
Mrs. w. i. wincox, president;
velopment and would give heavy ton of beet-sugfactories.
thousands in this section. Popu Mrs. Geo.
the
Tindall, vice president; Mrs.
nage to such. The building of railroads
The following are the principal agrl
lation, 150.
W.
A.
secretary; Mrs. F. S.
Brunage,
oí
would also lead to the establishment
cultural valleys: The Mora and Agua
miles west of Brown treasurer.
Ocate Is twenty-fiv- e
many industries, for which the raw Necra valley, nearly all under cultiva
Mrs.
F. A. Roy. Mrs. W. H.
Trustees:
miles long. In its Wagon Mound, near the dividing line
materials can be furnished by the tion, is twenty-tw- o
county, for which the fuel and water narrowest place it is 4uu yards wide between Mora and Colfax counties. Willcox, Mrs. L. E. Alldridge.
power are there, and home markets for the length of about 12 miles; the Thero are 1,200 settlers in this fertile
SWASTIKA
DRAMATIC
CLUB.
other 10 miles are from 2 to 3 miles valley. Ocate has five general Btores,
could easily De round.
The Swastika Dramatio Club meets
10 milas each carrying a stoeK tnat wouia ao every
valley
Cebolla
wide.
is
The
Monday night. Officers: Mrs.
TIMBER.
to 3
miles wide. credit to a city store. There are two B. Goodman,
lone and from 1
president; Mrs. Nellie
Many parts, especially In the moun
The Guadalupita valley Is 5 miles long churches, four schooinouses, and sevWillcox,
vice president; Mrs. J. Floershops.
town
is
The
tains, are heavily timbered districts. and 3 miles wide along tne uuaaaiu-plt- eral blacksmith
sheim, trensurer; Miss Stella Mason,
Steps are being taken to protect some
and then runs 10 miles to Lucero, most beautifully situated, being sur- secretary; M. H. Karlsruher,
manager;
mounof the timber sections, especially on the averaging about a quarter of a mile in rounded by high
Valley
is dotted with Mrs. Nellie Baum. assistant.
Pecos Forest Reserve. This does not width. The Lilano del uoyote vaney is tains. The Ocate
prohibit the cutting of timber, but about 3 miles long and 1 mile wide, beautiful meadows, and about 5,000
CHURCH. Rev. J.
merely regulates it. Seven million feet The La Cueva valley, not including the tons of hay are harvested annually. S. PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School every Sunof lumber are annually shipped out of 100,000 acres of the La Cueva Ranch The Ocate Creek is the dividing line day,Russell.
10:00 a. m. Preaching
Sunthe county. From 25 to 50 wagon loads Company, has an area of about 14,000 between the Mora grant and the public day of each month, morning first
and evenMany thousands of cattle, ing,
poles are daily acres. The Golondrina valley has an domain.
of ties and telegraph
cervices
house.
at
school
area of 5,000 acres. The Cherry and sheep, and horses can be seen grazing
taken to the railroad.
Watrous valleys produce alfalfa prin- around Ocate, making a picture set-of
MINING.
WOODMEN OF THE WORLD.
although 30,000 pounds of grain peace and plenty. The valley was
at the Bushkevltz hall on the
Mora is not a mining county, but cipally,
fifty years ago. every foot of land Meets
tled
being
mostly
annually,
used
is
raised
first and third Tuesday of each month.
there are' Indications in plenty of min- in fattening cattle, there being about being disputed with' hostile Indians, Alex.
S.
Bushkevitz, consul commander;
eral wealth to that of any section of 20,000 head or cattle in tnese two val- and today a certain part of the valley W. P. Tindall,
past consul commander;
the Rocky mountains Many prospects leys. Besides these valleys, which all is known ns Corral de los Apaches. Abe Stanton, Jr.,
lieutenant;
hnvA been lnnated and some of them
The valley Is exceptionally well wat- L. E. Aldrldge, adviser
systems,
are
irrigation
the
there
have
clerk; Max Krause,
show considerable developmtnt. The Lower Cebolla, Buena Vista, Carmen, ered, the Ocate Creek being formed
S. Brown, escort; George
banker;
F.
copper
especially
are
indications of
and other small valleys that by several sparkling mountain streams Tindall. watchman; J. M. Aldrldge,
17fsnahr. llf fl vlr ta Vi Q i (T Gascon,
..nAMllnn
which comes down picturesque canona sentry.
are very productive.
done in the Rociada and Coyote mining
Fort Union lies eight miles north
HISTORY.
aisiriulH, as won no in mo huí lucí ii
of Watrous. It has a romantic history.
Mora is the Spanish word for rasp
The caravans on the Santa Fe trail, In
the the early fifties and sixties often made
The Rociada Gold and Copper Company berry, the first settlers naming
C.
.
is down 200 feet, and has a 6 to 8 foot section thus on account of the abund it a haven of refuge. A stage carried
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raspberries.
copper,
to
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from
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wild
vein of
mall from and to Kansas City once
the
Attorney -- at- Law
per cent, in aauiuun iu mo gum, stiver, the county was the hunting ground of every two or three months, and later
and li o I ThdM ft r A HllinV O Hi T CnHfl Indian tribes who held undisputed on monthly. Freight wagons and the
prospects in the same vicinity, some sway. In 1832 the first attempt was prairie schooners made the trip in six
hoirtno nra. rnnnlno flfl Tltfrh nn thirtv- - made by white men to settle on the months, and some took a whole year
ATTEND TO ALL LEGAL MATThe Santa present site of Mora, but the settlers to make a return trip. The place was
flve per cent, in copper.
TERS BEFORE ALL THE TERRIBarbara King mine, near Mora, has were driven off by the Indians and a to the
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a
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naa assays oi irom ou 10 i per ion. number of them were slain. However,
marauding Indians. The
rnUHA In n molí Bmoltaf Í Dntldflfl TCI other attempts were made, and in 1840 against the 6,700
LAND
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old
feet above sea level
Oro gravel was formerly worked with the settler made a brave stand against and fort
in a valley twenty-fiv- e
MATTERS A SPECIALTY.
that day the miles situated
the pan, each pan yielding as much as the Indians and fromupper
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long
The
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hand. The Turkey
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pended, but litigation has caused op- In clearl"" he lands and building was abandoned in 1891. An extinct cra- Clayton
New Mexico
a white man would be ter lies between it and Ocate, and for
erations to lag.- Specimens of ore0 homes, v.,-- !
killed at his own door by marauding many miles around lava is piled up.
have been picked up that assayed
Union Co.
in gold to the ton, and there is a Indians, and it was not uncommon for
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tradition of a "lost mine" that at one women and children to be carried
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a
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government
mine
captivity. The Mexican
time yielded fabulous sums. This
surrounded by high mountains. The
is supposed to be located on the Mora furnished no protection, and the set- valley round about is
watered by
Use Wire Fences for Telephoning.
grant, and much money has been ex- tlers had but rude weapons with wnlch several small streams,well
the chief of
pended to rediscover it. It is natural to repel the attacks of the savage which is the Coyote, which gets its
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government,
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Roy Barber Stop

PEAR

MILLARD ALDRIDGE, Prop.

Call and Get a Good,
Clean Shave

IS DELICIOUS NO
HOW SERVED.

President

In the Floershelm Mer. Co. BUg.
Agency for the Stenm Laundry.

Ron Meat Market

WM. C. ROT,
Seo'y and Treaa

Yloe

The Roy Land and Live Stock

MATTER

Go.

(INCORPORATED.)

CAPITAL STOCK $50,000

At Preserves They Are One of the
, Most Popular of Winter DelicaciesShortcake Good for
Lovers of Pastry.

Hair Cutting a Specialty.

r. rot,
a President

FRANK A. ROT,

FRUIT OR DESSERT

ORIGINATORS AND OWNERS OP

ROY TOWNS ITE

Rnrtiott. near time is at hand. The
pear au naturel Is best and. it should
not be too ripe or son, dm, nrm auu
vet mellow and rich in honeyed quail
lies. Of pears the Bartlett is tht
nneptv The sweet little duchesse pears

DEALERS

IN

Real Estate and Ranches

are just the fruit for a nice breakfast
DEALER IN
tidbit, and then there are new pears ui
names which the fruiterers
Btratnre
of
v
o- iau
rernnimend. As for the nara
We Hold Several Choice Tract! of Agricultural Land for Sale.
noora their salvation lies in being
baked, and stewed.
a
Poor nreserves are a delicacy not
JOHN SCHNIEDEÍR, Prop.
pickled
and
winter,
tn he Hesnlsed in
nonro with nnlneH are one. of the stand- u.uucuA
ROY. - NEW MEXICO bys for company occasions.
nears are not at all hard to make, are
truly far better than anyone can buy
60 YEARS'
vfcMAio
H. GOODMAN, Manager.
and much cheaper in the long run.
Remarks have been made regarding
the unhealthfulness of pears, and on
this score let it be said that pears are
Carry a Completo Stock of
than sinning. If
neainst
1
1UU1U
o
pears are allowed to ripen to a certain
stage on the tree, are picKea ana em-Trade Marks
Designs
when one is not overtired, there is
blessing in the juices and delight in
A ripnrrlntlnn mnv
whether an
aaiclclv Rswrlnlii our opinion freo Comniuiilrft-tlonthe flavor. But if pears are picKea
of
prnhiruly piilcnlnble.
invention
HANDBOOK on Patent,
reen and riDen unnaturally off the
Ri rictlyconüüentlal.
patent".
tent free. Oldest aeency lor Bocurmu
tree, become lumpy and hard in spots,
Everything Needed In Building Material, Lumber and Hardware.
Pntsnts tuken throunh iluiin A Co. receive
tpecial notice, without obnreo, lu tlia
anft in others, and a tired, not per
DRY GOODS AND GROCERIES WITHIN FIFTY
son bolts them unmasticated, who BIGGE8T STOCK OF
MILES OF ROY.
ache!
rebellious
wonders at a
weekly. I.nrocst cirAliRndsornclrlllnitrntod
of
ways
culation of any Roioiillllo JnnriiiiL 'lenns.fJ a
four
gives
The Delineator
year: four months, $1. Sold byall rewBdeiilerj.
We will be pleased to show visitors thru our establishment.
using pears. Of these pear shortcake
MUNM & CO.SeiBroadway. fJ6W YOrfc
win make the strongest appeal to lov
Branch Offlco. 25 F BU Wnshlnulon. D C
Always
ers of pastry. Stew the pears with
little
a
and
spice,
and
suear
nlentv of
We Buy and Setl All Country Produce.
orange or lemon juice, to bring out the
Wool, Hides, Pelts and Cattle a Specialty,
When cooked very tender,
flavor.
press through a colander, add such
additional seasoninz as may seem nec
essary, and spread the sauce liberally
snoricaKe
over some
prnst. To make the latter, take two
cupfuls of flour, a teaspoonful of lard
and sufficient sweet milk to maKe tne
doueh. Mix thoroughly, and bake un
ELECTROTYPER
ENGRAVER
and
the crust is brown and crisp; then
.......
....
A
nruurn
....!'ni.t. uihtlh, ww til
l4U-- :
WOHt 1114
latthl
split it through the center, butter it
generously, and cover with the fruit.
Baked stuffed pears is another dish
that invariably meets with a favorable
reception. For this purpose only the
lareer Dears should be selected. Peel
and core them, and stuff tne centers
with a paste composed of dates, figs
and choDDed nut meats. Bake them
until thev are tender, keeping Just
(La Bien Venida)
enough water in the pan to maKe it
imnoHBihie for them to burn, berve
Pa bat Beer, Extra Fine Blend and Bonded Liquors, Wlnea and Cigar
with sweetened whipped cream,
ninn;s iu oiuvai
Pears make auite as good dumplings
as aDDles. when covered with a bis
POOL ROOM IN CONNECTION
may be
EL PASO & SOUTHWESTERN cuit crust and baked, or they
served as fritters by being dipped in
Give ua a Trial.
Cordial Treatment to all.
batter and fried in deep fat.
JAS. A. PROCTOR, Proprietor.
Pear charlotte may be made with
GOING SOUTH
mince
and
core
Peel,
cooklne
Dears.
Mixed train, No. 123 Arrives at Ray
six laree Dears and cook them with a
at 2:05; leaves 2:30 p. m.
teacupful of powdered sugar and the
GOING NORTH.
peel of half a lemon, but with as little
No. 124 Arrives at
Mixed train.
water na nnssihle. As soon as the
Roy at 1.35; leaves 2:00 p. m.
moisture has been reduced, but be
fore there has been time for the fruit
Suscríbanse al El Hispano Ame- to dissolve, move the pan farther from
rigo. Su precio es $? por el año.
the fire, extract the lemon peel, add
TRAFICANTES EN
marmalade and cool. Line a buttered
mold with paste, fill with the
charlotte
The general land office has just Is pear and apricot mixture, affix the top
sued a statement showing the unre crust, and bake for about 35 minutes,
public or until browned in a hot oven. Serve
served aiid unappropriated
in various western with a sauce flavored with
tnmlH rcii'Hinintr
apricot
statsB. In New Mexico 31.556,999 acres jam.
Pagan el precio mat alto por
uf survejed and 27,837,590 acres of un
surveyed public land yet remains.
Glove Mending.
E. C. Brown a resident of Roswell,
cotton thread as nearly
or
Reses, Carneros, Zacate, Grano, Madera
Use silk
wauted to clean his rifle and concludln2 that the easiest way to set the as possible the color of glove. Sew
load oul was to fire it, aimed at an all around the torn place a buttonhole
outhouse und pulled the trigger. A stitch, not too fine, then put needle
the report of through each stitch on opposite side
loud scream followed
the gun and Brown's wife came out and draw together.
The glove will
of the mtthouse with a flesh wound in look well and torn places will last till
New Mexico
Weáon Mound y
Ihu upp'!r part oi uer leit arm,
glove is worn out,
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Gallinas Planting Station.
In the last few years the forest service of the Department of Agriculture
has established several planting stations in different parts of the United
States where the work of growing
forest trees from areas of our national
forests has been successfully carried
on. In New Mexico there are at present two such stations, one at Fort
Bayard and one In the Gallinas canon
near Las Vegas. Besides these there
are the Lytle Creek station at San
Bernardino, California, the Pike's Peak
station at Monmouth, Colorado; the
Wasatch station, at Salt Lake City,
Utah; the Pocatello station, at Poca-tellIdaho; the Garden City station,
at Garden City, Kansas, and the Halsey station, the largest in this country
and one of the largest in the world, at
Halsey, Nebraska.
The Gallinas planting station was
'established March 29, 1907, and since
then numerous experiments have been
made with native and introduced conifers. Naturally, the best results have
been obtained from those species that
are indigenous to the soil, such as the
yellow pine, the timber white pine, the
red fir or Douglas spruce, and the
spruce, but interesting developments are awaited from other species whose economic value is such
that it seems wise to try to naturalize
them. The station has been very successful with the Austrian pine, Pinus
Austríaca, and the Scotch pine, Pinus
Sylvestis.
On the other hand, experiment has
proven that many conifers do not do
well when moved from their natural
habitat. Last year
of the
seed beds were given up to California
conifers, which made very creditable
growth during the summer months,
but proved themselves wholly unable
to stand the winters.
At the Gallinas station a space of
over an acre is devoted to the nursery
beds, of which there are 250, averaging four feet in width and from twenty
to sixty feet in length. One hundred
and twenty-eigh- t
of these are under
cover in the lath house, a structure
80x160 feet made of lath fencing and
roofed with laths in such a way as to
admit plenty of air, sunshine and rain,
but at the same time to furnish shade.
In their native state, seedlings make
their first years of growth under the
shade of the present tree or sheltered
by underbrush from the fierce rays of
the sun. It is the purpose of the lath
house to furnish such protection in
summer. In winter the roof is removed
and the sun and the elements are allowed free play.
Seeds for planting are secured in
service men
the fall by forest
who get them either from the tops
of trees, where the fruit of conifers is
usually borne, or from the winter
hoard of the hard working squirrels
that abound. The cones thus secured are placed in the sun or subjected to a small amount of artificial
heat till the scales spread apart and
the two seeds at the base of each
scale fall out.
The seeds are planted early in the
spring in the beds of the lath house
and the seedlings allowed to remain
there for a year. At the end of that
time they are moved to the transplant
beds, where they are left for two years,
then they are distributed over the national forests and planted where they
are most needed, viz., in the areas made
barren by injudicious lumbering, by
erosion or by forest fires. Whn the
seedlings are taken from the nursery
they are considered old enough and
strong enough to care for themselves
and further care from foresters is denied them.
Broadcast sowing of seeds along the
mountain sides has been tried, but it
"has been found that birds and rodents
at the seeds before they have time to
germinate, or eat the seed coats as
soon as the young plants push them
above ground. These seed coats have
stored in themselves all the nourishment the young plants need for the
first few days of their lives and if they
are removed the young plants die.
In the nursery beds also great damage is done by these little pests.
Squirrels, chipmunks, gophers, trade
robins,
rats, field mice, snow-birddoves and ants do so much harm that
the station men have to resort to extreme measures to rid the place. Above
and about the beds have been scattered seeds that have been poisoned
in Buch a way that rain will not wash
off the poison. With a fine awl, holes
are laboriously punched in any seeds
on hand that are too old. for planting,
one-fourt- h

and the seeds are then boiled iu a solution of strychnine.
A very destructive
blight called
"damping off" attacks the seedlings
when excessive moisture is present.
This is a sort of mildew that is apt to
appear during the rainy season and is
treated by spraying the young seeds
with certain chemical preparations or
by sprinkling the beds with sand.
The station is Intended to have a capacity of 300,000 seedlings a year, but
a far greater number are handled so
as to cover possible losses. At the
present time there are approximately
600,000 seedlings in the seed beds at
the lath house, and 175,000 transplants
In the transplant beds. Five thousand
seedlings shipped down from the station at Halsey, Nebraska, have been
planted, in various parts of the Gallinas
canon and the plantations are being
carefully watched to note the effect of
altitude, rainfall; etc., on each.
At the present time Forest Assistant
W. D. Hayes, in charge of the Gallinas
station, is engaged in examining the
Pecos, Jemez and Carson National forests with a view to making a five year
planting plan.

good level agricultural
land around the Mora drain about
Roy, that may be filed on under the length of the eastern

miles in
of the
Homestead desert land laws.
Rocky mountains and play an importDuring the past season the first ex- ant part in the determination of the
perience by the new farmers proved stream flow.
that anything can be grown on our soil,
such as wheat, oats, corn, sugar cane,
kafflr corn, milo Maize and vegetables,
GONZALEZ
as good as can be grown In the eastern
states.
Water can be gotten at a depth of SO
to 150 feet, anywhere around Roy. Well
drillers have not failed yet in obtaining
water for those for whom they have
drilled.
The town of Roy will in the very near
ROY, NEW MEXICO.
future be the county seat of a new
county, as its adjacent vicinity is destined to be the most prosperous community In the
n
part of Stone Work, Carpenter and Plasterer

mm

Builder

north-easter-

New Mexico.

MORA COUNTY

Adobe-makin-

a Specialty.

g

Area, 2,542 square miles. Population, 13,000; the census of 1900 gave it a Flrat-clapopulation of 10,304. Assessed valuaAccommodations
tion, $1,175,823.
County seat, Mora.
aa

Postofflces.
Mora, Wagonmound, La
Cueva, Cleveland, Guadalupita, Chacon,
Ocate, Roy, Lucero, Halls Peak,
Hol-ma-

Bar Association Applauds.
An unparalleled
ovation was tendered Attorney General Herbert S.
Hadley of Missouri, Republican candidate for governor of the state, upon the
conclusion of his address to the New
Mexico Bar Association in the hall of
representatives at Santa Fe, which was
crowded. His subject, "The Laws of
Business, and the Laws of Man,"
treat of the matters with which his
public career has been most prominently Identified. It was temperate in its utterances, and yet emphatic and eloquent in its demand that the laws of
business be made to conform with the
laws of the land. When the applause
had died out. A. B. Renehan, former
president of the bar association, moved
as a Democrat that Mr. Hadley be
given a vote of thanks and the address be printed in the proceedings of
the association. '
There was a storm of applause when
Samuel IT. Cowan of the Texas bar suggested that the address be printed and
distributed throughout Texas. Thomas
B. Catron, former delegate to Congress,
a Republican and native of Missouri,
seconded the motion, as did other former Missourians of both parties, and
the motion was adopted with cheers,
which resolved themselves into an ovation to Hadley, who was kept busy for
an hour shaking hands with those present.
President A. B. McMillan of the association iu his annual address, which
preceded that of Attorney General Hadley, spoke on "The Encroachment of
the Executive Departments
of Government in America."
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slope

Weber,

Shoemaker,

n,

Watrous,

91.50

Ratea
and $3.00

Oriental Hotel

Mills, Ledoux.
ROY, N.
Mora County's agricultural products
exceed those in value of any other New
Homeseekers can obtain satisfactory
Mexico county, and it can rightfully
claim the honor of being the leading rates by asking for same..
agricultural county in tho territory.
A. P. DUNCAN. Prop.
However, its range Interests exceed in
value even Its agricultural wealth. Yet
its area is only 2,542 square miles, be- A. S. Bushkevltz, Pres.
ing less than that of any other county,
'
Max M. Bushkevltz, Vice Pres.
excepting Santa Fe, Taos, and BernalA. Bushkevltz, Sao. and Treas,
illo; still this area Is more than twice
that of Rhode Island and 600 square
miles greater than that of the state of
Delaware. According to the census of
1900, its population is 10,304, or four
people to the square mile, a density of
population exceeded only by .Santa Fe,

n.

Great Western

Bernalillo, and Taos counties.
The county is mountainous, the main
ridge of the Rocky mountains pass'ing
through its western part, while the
(INCORPORATED)
foothills extend almost to the eastern
boundary. Some of the peaks rise to
Capital Stock $25,000
an altitude of. over 13,500 feet, while
the lowest point in the county has an ROY, MORA CO ,
NEW MEXICU
altitude of 4,000 feet.
The hills are generally timbered, and
a portion of the Pecos River Forest Reserve is in the county. From the main
range, broken by the foothills, the mesa
extends gently sloping toward the
UNITED STATES COMMISSIONER,
southeast. There are picturesque canCOUNTY SURVEYOR
yons and fertile valleys, making the
NOTARY PUBLIC.
JOHN FLORENCE,
topography a very broken one. The
Deputy
Chief
at Mora, New Mexico.
county is almost entirely in the drainROY,
age basin of the Canadian River, the Assistant ChiefF. A.
Deputy at Roy, New
Mora River, a tributary of the CanaMoxlco.
dian. Other tributaries of the Canadian in the county are the Ocate, the
Vermejo, and the El Perro. The SweetHOMESEEKERS
water is a tributary of the Ocate. The
Will
do
principal tributaries of the Mora are surveyor well by employing an official
the Coyote, the Cebolla, the Sapello, the numbers. and thus get correct line and
Guadalupita, and the Lobo. The Pecos
Can make land filings, final proofs
The New Mexico rifle team came out River rises in the western part of the
county, and so does the Santa Cruz, the and commence contests, in fact anyfourth from the bottom of the fifty latter belonging to the drainage
thing
that you may require done in
basin the land
business, to which we will
teams entered in the national
rifle of the Rio Grande. The tributaries' of correctly
and promtlv ttend.
match at Camp Perry, Ohio. New Mexico' beat North Carolina, Louisiana,
Mississippi and Utah. New Mexico
has the smallest guard in the United
States. The infantry team was first,
the navy second, the cavalry third, maAND ALSO
rine corps fourth, Wisconsin fifth and
sixth. Ames of Las
Massachusetts
Cruces was first in the new Mexico
team; Virrra of Santa Fe, second; Jenkins of Las Cruces, third, and Sharp
was fourth. Curry, Winters and Head
were tho substitutes.

Bommercial Go,

A. S.

Bushkevitz

.

poyL gafe

Confectioner and Bakery in Connection
MEALS AND SHORT ORDERS

Ice Cream, Soft DrinKs, CaKes, Pies, Doughnuts,
ROY, NEW MEXICO

Bread, Candies and Cigars

The fast growing and prosperous little town of about 600 inhabitants, located on the Dawson Branch of the El
Paso and Southwestern system in the
eastern part of Mora county, has since
its opening to the new comer and
homeseeker on January 1, 1907, shown
a wonderful development as to population and agricultural pursuits, about
800 homesteaders and desert entries
were filed on since that date and more
are coming in with every excursion, it is
now the largest precinct in the county
as to size and populationThe town is coming to the front with
modern and
business houses,
in spite of the money stringency; buildings are erected in all parts of the
town, yet there are a good many business opportunities and chances for any
kind of investment.
There are many tnousands of acres of

SECOND DOOR WEST OF POSTOFFICE.

-

te

Roy Land and Live Stock Co.
Dealer in

Kinds of Fresh and Cured Meats
Provisions of all Kinds . . . .

All

xxxxxxxxxx
We guarantee full weight and moderate prices.

THE SPANISH AMERICAN
--

FOR SALE.

French Land & Irrigation Go.

AND

EL HISPANO AMERICANO
A.S.
E.

BUSHKEV1TZ, Managing? Editor,
Roy, New Mexico.
BIERNBAUM,
Asst Editor.
Mora, New Mexico,

H.

Weekley Newspapers.
Published by The Mora County
lishing: Co., Inc.

Pub-

Entered at Roy and Mora, N. M.,
for transmission through the
mails as second class matter.
six
Subscription:
One year $2.00;
months Jl.UU; it paid in advance i.ou
per year.
Headquarters and Office at Roy, Mora
County. N. M. All communicltanos
are to be addressed to Alex. S. Bush-kevltSecretary, Roy, N. M.
Also publishers of the El Hispano Americano, at Mora, N. M. Official newspapers and printers of the County of
Mora. The largest and best newspa
pers In Mora County and have the
largest circulation.
Notice to Advertiser.
Display ads 15c an Inch a week and
local liners one cent a word an issue.
post-offic-

es

z,

Mora CouBty Publishing Co., Inc.,
Roy and Mora, New Mexico.
SATURDAY,

SEPTEMBER

12, 1908.

ROY.
A prosperous and growing new town

land, about
three miles from Moquiero, which can
be Irrigated from rich wells, at $12.50
per acre.
488 acres of black rich bottom land,
water very shallow, a good field for
an artesian plow, at $25 per acre, six
miles from Roy.
480 acre cattle ranch, about one and
one-hal- f
miles from Roy, plenty of
water, fine shelter and enougn rarm
land to raise feed on for stock, price
$3,000, houses and fences.
160 acre farm and ranch, about one
miles west of Roy, plenty
and one-hal- f
of good water, price $1,000.
320 acre farm and ranch one mile
from town, good improvements and
fenced, fine spring and shallow waterf
price $4,000.
20 patented 160 acre claims, all the
way from five to fifteen miles from
town, at $500 to $1,500 per claim.
close to
12 choice relinquishments
town, all the way from $100 to $1,000.
Hotel furnished complete, two story
building and two corner lots, price
1,000 acres of alfalfa

N. M.

SPRINGER,
C.
40,000 ACRES OP

Capital

$300,000

E. Hartley, Resident Agent.

IRRIGATED

LAND FOR SALE

Reservoirs & Ditches
will all be completed
by March 1, 1908.'

tract recently
in the 50,000-acrpurchased of Captain French, adjoining Springqr on the north and
west. Every foot of this land is of PERFECT WATER RIGHT INthe richest quality, capable of pro- CLUDED in EACH SALE.
ducing every variety of crops
adapted to this climate.
e

This Land Will
Be

Sold-o- n

Easy Terms

$1,500.
A bargain in four, choice corner lots

NOW IS YOUR CHANCE TO
GET A CHEAP HOME.

Correspondence and Interviews
vited.

In-

Mora County Publishing Go.

in the eastern part of Mora county on with large dwelling house and the
the Dawson branch of the El Paso & finest location for an
hotel
INCORPORATED
miles and bar room, in the heart of town,
Southwestern railway, sixty-nin- e
north of Tucumcari and forty-tw- o
price $1,500.
miles east of Springer. Stock raising
CAPITAL STOCK, $5,000.00
For further Information and par
and farming the industries. Immigra ticulars write or call on the Roy
tion coming rapidly. Large quantities Realty & Investment Company, Roy
Trinidad Lucero, Vice Pres't
F. A. Roy, President
land open for settle- New Mexico. The oldest and most re
of government
E. H. Biernbaum, Treasurer
Secretary
S.
A.
Bushkevitz,
ment. Population, 500. Altitude, 6,625 liable real estate firm In the town of
feet.
Roy. The clients and business done
PUBLISHERS OF
We give below a list of the leading spéak for themselves.
THE SPANISH AMERICAN (English Edition)
enterprises of Roy:
Depot on the E. P. & S. W,
ANBill Nye and Queen Victoria.
Postofflce.
Yv,r ;ik the Inte Hill Nye wrote
DEL HISPANO AMERICANO
Spanish Edition)
Meat market.
:i
in;liil uní complimentary letter to
One general wholesale and retail ijiii'iüi victoria, urging her to come
store.
In America and lake part in certain
ONLY AND OFFICIAL PRINTERS OF MORA COUNTY
nut lines' readings Iti aid of the inter- Tin shop.
The
naiioiiin íoypnglit movement.
Barbar shop.
pub
was
primarily
for
A. S. Bushkevitz, Managing Editor.
letter
written
hotels.
Two
lication, of course, and in all likeliE. H. Biernbaum, Assistant Editor.
Four saloons.
hood never reached the august eye
Newspaper.
for which it professed to be intended.
Two lumber yards.
It filled a newspaper column, however,
NEW MEXICO
ROT AND MORA
Hurt served its purpose as an excellent
Bank.
bit of fooling.
The writer assured
Two general stores.
her majesty of a hearty welcome from
Bakery.
her fellow authors in the United
Blacksmith shop.
GO TO
States, all of whom, he said, had been
One United States commissioner.
yreatly impressed, net only by the
commiS'
One United States Court
merit of her literary work, but by
sloner.
the fact that she produced it all at
Two surveyors.
nignt
alter reigning all day on a
& SON,
P. H.
hard throne." Throughout the many
Two lawyers.
yeans that she continued to "reign on
One real estate firm.
6c
a hard throne," she was an indefatig
Two locators.
able worker herself and the inspirer
Justice of the peace.
of iuilt'jtry in others. Putnam's Mag
Imported
Eight notaries public. '
a.lue.
Live stock company.
Given
Two restaurants.
He Had No Objection.
One contractor and builder.
"We we want you to marry U3,
Two doctors.
said the blushing young man, lad; S
One dentist
eating a young woman with downer, ni
'
Good opening for the the following eves and smiling face who stood a
step behind him.
branches of business:
' Come in." said the minister, and
General wholesale and retail store.
ne
endeavored to ease tneir emuarGrain, seed and feed store.
for a moment; but he soon
rassment
store.
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO.
implement
Hardware and
decided that it was useless to try.
Drug store.
"Will you be married with a ring?'
Barber Bhop.
he inquired.
Meat shop.
The young man turned a helplesE
Blacksmith shop.
naze on his companion, ana i.nen
CAPITAL PAID UP
Bakery and confectionary .
looked at the minister.
"If you've got one to spare and U
Grocery store.
can come out o tne two dollars, j
Laundry.
guess she'd like it," he said at last-Building contractor.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.
Youth's Companion.
Planing mill.
S. Floersbeim, Vice President.
N.
C.
Blackwell, President.
Modern hotel
Reading.
D. J. Devine, Cashier.
Tailor shop.
History makes men wise, poetry
M. M. Salazar.
R. E. Alldredge.
G. W. Gillespie.
ltty, mathematics subtle, phllosopny
deep, morals grave, logic and rhetoric
Something Spontaneous.
able to contend; nay, there is no Im
"Jokeamlth seems strung up to
pediment in the wit but may bn
klKh nervous tension."
"Yes, he's trying to grind out a few wrought out by fit study, where every
defect of the mind has its proper rem
seemingly spontaneous paragraphs.
edy. Those that have the excellent
"Humph! From appearances the r
faculty of UBing all they know can
suit seems more likely to be sponUn
never know too much.
us combustion."

The Mint Saloon
FOSTER

Pop

Props.

the Best Wines, Liquors

The Best
Cigars.

Cigars

and Domestic Liquors and
Courteous Attention
All Customers

IBank f Sturm ser

-

$30,000

n

NEAREST BANKING TOWN
TO ROY

S

n
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A. 8. BUSHKEVITZ,

V. 8. BUSHKEVITZ,
Eastern Representative,
Lemont, III.

and Secretary,

President

Roy, New Mexico.
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Land Locators and Surveyors
Homeseekers can obtain reliable information as to vacant lands, all surveys and
descriptions guaranteed to be correct or money refunded.
Daily and weekly reports are received of all the doings at the District land of (ice
as to all classes of entries made and contests filed.

Real Estate Bought and Sold
CALL AND LIST YOUR PROPERTIES

REAL ESTATE
INVESTMENTS
AND LOANS
Our president is also an official county surveyor of Mora
county, with an experience of twelve years in this county, which
is the only reliable and correct work protected by the laws of the
territory, besides guaranteed by himself.
He is also a United States Commissioner, before whom land
filings can be made, as well as final proofs and contests heard ;
and managing editor of the
Spanish-America-

n.

We buy and sell land, scrip, soldiers' additional homestead

rights, patented claims, etc.

COLLECTION

AND

We are in position to give you the very best information
as to bargains on any kind of real estate or business that you may
want to buy or rent. Our listings are complete in all kinds of
choice properties. By dealing with us you deal with a reliable
firm.

in charge of Miss Jessie Crouse, assistant secretary. Patrons are invited to make it their headquarters while in
town. We have our own conveyances to haul people out to see the
lands.
Kates reasonable. Courteous treatment.
Our

office is

LAW BUREAU LAND

MATTERS

A SPECIALTY

We can also serve you with a CompIete
Abstract of Mora County.

ROY, MORA COUNTY,
BRANCH OFFICES

I

NEW MEXICO

269 Dearborn St., Chicago,

111.

Lemont,

111.

,

El

Imam
maK

Hispano Americano

n& i

.

I

.

Periódico Senanal.
Publicado por la Compañía Publk
cista del Condado de Mora (Inc.).
A. S.

E.

BUSHKÉVITZ.

.

.Editor Principal

1

H.BIERNBAUM... Editor Asistente
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PRECIO DE SUBSCRIPCION
Por un, año
?1.50
75
Por seis meses
50
Por cuatro meses
La subscripción deberá pagarse adelantada.
El Hispano Americano se envía a
todas las estafetas, y tiene una circulación grande y creciente entre la
gente Inteligente y progresista del
sudoeste.
Las leyes de los Estados Unidos re
quieren que cualquiera persona paga
rá por un periódico mientras continúe
tomándolo de la estafeta, aunque el
tiempo por el cual se suscribió haya
expirado.

--
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Reglas de esta Redacción.
Comunicaciones se publicarán, pero
á la resposabllidad del que las mande.
Esta redacción se reserva todo derecho de publicar comunicaciones.
Comunicaciones con lenguaje impro
pio se echarán al canasto del desper-

0,

dicio.
SI los comunicados son muy exten-

sos la redacción tomará lo más importante para publlccacion.
En politica este periódico será Republicano y defenderá sus principios.
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Cámrvze cas

DIRECTORIO OFICIAL.

í

Territorial.
Delegado

en el
Congreso.
George Curry Gobernador.
Nathan Jaffa Secretario.
Wm, J. Mills Juez Superior.
C. W. G. Ward Procurador.
Secundino Romero Escribano de la
Corte.
Condado de Mora.
Malaqulas Martinez Miembro del
Consejo.
E. H. Biernbaum Representante.
E. E. Studley Representante.
José Vlbian Fresquez Juez de Pruebas.
Juan Navarro Escribano de ConW. H. Andrews

dado.
B. Martinez Alguacil Mayor.
Charles U. Strong Tesorero y

Juan

r.

Albino Martínez Asesor.
Ricardo Martinez Superintendente
de Escuelas.
Alex. S. Bushkevltz Agrimensor.
Juan de Mata Mares, Damaclo
George V. Santistevan Comisionados de condado.
Precintos del Condado.
Mora Roberto Romero, J. P.; Juan
Anto Guiterraz, S. A.
Cleveland Epifanio Espinosa, J. P.;
Jacobo Pando, S. A.
Guadalupita José de Jesús Torres,
J. P.; Plácido Jaramillo, S. A.
Cherry Valley M. S.Wasson, J. P.
La Cueva Donaciano- Gonzales, J.
P.; Luis Manzanares, S. A.
San José Manuel García, J. P.;
José Trinidad Martinez, S. A.
Golondrinas Ed P. Jager, J. P.
Ocaté Alejandro Mares, J. P.; Julian Duran, S. A..
Holman Francisco Salazar, J. P.;
Pedro Lucero, S. A.
Wagon Mound Benito Vigil, J. P.
Armente Encarnación García, J. P,
El Llano Delflno Pacheco, J. P.;
Francisco Lopez, S. A.
Chacon Juan P. Ortega, J. P.; Por
Arlo Pacheco, S. A.
Abuelo Benigno Trujillo, J. P.;
José U. García, S. A.
Cármen Jacobo Lobato, J.'P.; Clo- dóves Vigil, S. A.
Corrillera Epifanio Martinez, J. A.;
Juan C. Blea, S. A.
Turqulllc Marino Gonzales, J. P.;
Cesarlo Gallegos, S. A.
Gascon José H. Martinez, J. P.;
Aniceto C. Archuleta, a. A.
Roy Guadalupe García, J. P.; Wm
A Brummage, S. A.
'
Watrous Francisco Gonzales, J. P
Ta-foy-

have, therefor, the power oí obserrt- tion, a fondness for nature, and the
ability to penetrate her secrets. But
if he is to succeed he must also have
good practical judgment and the abil
ity to meet and handle men. He must
be resourceful, able to stand by himself, willing to undergo the privations
of rough life, and capable of command
ing the respect of rough men, wha
quickly recognize virility and genuine
ness of character, but will not tolerate
pretense or the assumption of superiority. A forester needs a vigorous
mind in a vigorous body. He must be
of the kind that likes to get things
done, and does not give up when
things are not going his way.
I
"The professional forester cannot
hope for big fees and certain pleasant
surroundings of life which crown dis
tinguished success in some other professions. The first prizes which are
bestowed upon the great lawyer, the
eminent physician, are not yet open
to him. He must be content without
much luxury; he will have to spend a
good deal of time out of reach of the
ordinary comforts. He must be able
and willing to rough it without complaint to sleep on hard beds, eat
homely fare, endure prolonged exer
tion and get along with plain people.
On the other hand, if he is at all
fitted for his profession and a few
weeks of actual forest work or good
summer-schoowork will tell him
l
whether he is or not there is open
to him a very rich reward life In the
open, in the midst of beautiful, healthful and congenial surroundings, creative work of unmatched usefulness in
any material field, a place of large re
sponsibility and dignity, and with it
all a fair living.
"If the forester's temperament is
scientific he will have the Joy of the.
discoverer and organizer of knowledge in a rich and almost virgin field,
while If It be practical he will have
the chance of sharing in a national
work of prime importance to our peo
ple both now and hereafter."

.
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Fortunate, Indeed.
Taylor was always a fortunate man, but doesn't it seem wonderful that his luck should stay with;
him to the very last?
Raleigh How was that?
Cook Why, he was operated on for
the removal of a pearl which he had
Cook

w,?í
SVREJT OFFICEÜó
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WORKIHQ- - ON PLfí.

Thirty-nin- e
young graduates oí alne
American forest schools have lately
received appointments as forest assistants in the forest service and have
been assigned to positions for the
present field season. The new appointees are drawn from the various
forest schools as follows: Yale, 18;
Biltimore, five; University of Minnesota, four; University of Michigan,
four; Michigan Agriculture college,
three; Harvard, two; Cornell, one;
University of Iowa, one, and University of Nebraska, one. They have secured their appointments as a result
of passing the regular civil service examination, which is the only avenue to
employment as a forester under the
government. In addition to these
graduates of forest schools, 15 other
candidates passed the examination.
Twenty-twof the new appointees
are already at work on various national forests, taking part in their administration, and 17 have been assigned to different projects connected
with the technical study of silviculture. Forest assistants are men who
have completed their preliminary
training for the profession of forestry,
as the graduates of a law or medical
school have completed theirs, and are
ready to enter on practical work. Until they have gained experience in
their work, however', their positions
are necessarily subordinate. They
are at the foot of the ladder and must
prove their fitness in order to mount
higher. The government pays them
$1,000 a year at the start.
On the national forests the forest
assistant often acts as adviser to the
supervisors in charge, who are west
ern men experienced in all practical
matters, but usually without school
training in the science of forestry.
There is a growing interest in the

'
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TRENCH

profession of forestry now, and many
young men are asking how to get into
it and what it promises. Gilford
Pinchot, the government forester, has
lately written on thiB subject:
"To be a good forester a man should
combine something of the naturalist
with a good deal of the business man.
To know how to use the forest he
must be able to study it He must

accidentally swallowed while eating
oysters, and when the pearl was examined it was found to be valuable
enough to pay for both the operation
and the funeral. Judge.
Different Then.

"First

come, first served," is true
enough unless you make a practical

of never tipping the waiter.

.

P. J: PICKERING

Contractor and Plasterer
,

'

DOES ALL KINDS OF FANCY

PLASTERING

I Uve

AND DECORATING,

CISTEHNS,
FOUNDATIONS AND FLUE BUILDING.

For information cull at J. W. Tyler's store
ALL FIRST CLASS WORK GUARANTEED

mile northwest of Roy

1

My ' patrons

SEEN AT TR0UV1LLE
COSTUMES WORN

BY LEADERS
OF FASHION.

Correspondent Describes Wonderful
Show of Dress Made at French
Watering Place Hat That Is
Now Universally Worn.

It was predicted early in the summer that the seasons at Trouville,
Biarritz, San Sebastian, etc., would
be brilliant, because of the extraordinarily uncertain spring and early sum

fairs could not possibly continue and
that superb weather must crown the
seaside seasons. And this prediction
has come true, more or less. Never
has the season at Trouville opened
more brilliantly. The season at Trouville is exceedingly short: lasting a
bare three weeks. For this reason and
also because the fashionable place is
quite a small one, the show of dress
each year is something wonderful. In
timate friends belonging to the great
worlds of England, France, America
and other countries meet each other a
dozen times in each day, on the sea
front, In the rue de Paris, at the races
or casinos.
demand
Such constant meetings
constant changes of toilet, and this is
why the season at Trouville is regarded so seriously from a dress point of
view.
I have spoken of the present rage
linen costumes and
for
coats and skirts of tus-so- r
for tailor-mad- e
and shantung silks in delicate pastel tints. These dainty costumes have
taken the place, to a certain extent,
this year of the pure white costumes
which we are accustomed to associate with the seaside resorts.
At Trouville specially these colored
linen and tussor costumes are in full
flood of favor and they are wonderfully charming. A clear shade of
mauve is the favorite tint of the moment, for linen as well as for tussor,
but many pretty women make a point
of appearing in the early morning in
dainty coats and skirts in a pale shell-pin- k
shade which recalls the Taint after-of a sunset at sea.
The most correct skirt bf
leaves you quite uncertain as to how
its wearer managed to get into it. Apparently it is all made in one piece
and molded on the form of its owner.

ROY LIVERY
CORNER OF THIRD

LOVER

OF

FANCY

WORK.

LINEN

AVENUE.

NIGHT

AND

DAY

ROY LIVERY CO.

Roy Trust and Savings Bank
CAPITAL, $15,000.00

PAID-U- P

OFFICERS AND

DIRECTORS.-Fran-

Dr. F. B. Evans, Vice President.

A. Roy, President.

William C. Roy, Cashier.

W..F. Buchanan and Ignacio Maestas.

We do general banking business.

DRESS.

Our business methods are

conservative, and our safes and vaults are both burglar and fire

Pretty Pastime Is the Embroidering of
Cotton Umbrella.

of the modern kind.

proof

A pretty bit of fancy work for a
young girl to attempt is to embroider
in a casual way one of the large white
cotton umbrellas used by artists.
This is in imitation of the very attractive ones that are being brought
back by travelers from the different
parts of Italy. They do not sell them
in this country.
Of course no one wants to go in for
painstaking and elaborate embroidery
on such a foundation, but any girl
who is skillful with her needle can put
on a bold, effective design In long,
loose stitches, using vivid colors.
This work is done in three broad
stripes around the umbrella with a
line of plain color separating a flowered effect. The latter is done in orange and black, or in red, blue and
violet, or in brown, yellow and pink.
The embroidery will not bear close
Inspection, but who cares when the
effect is charming, and the Idea may
only last a short day? i

Roy,

We solicit your patronage.

Mora Co.,

New Mexico

A. E. Clifford
(P. 0. Solano, N.

M.)

Painter and Paper Hanger

.

French Chalk for Spots. ;
If a giri is away from a cleaner's
and she finds one of her best frocks
spotted with grease, she can try the
simple remedy of French chalk and a
hot iron. The chalk is spread thickly
over the spot until all the grease is
absorbed.
Then a piece of blotting paper is
put over it, and a warm, not hot, iron
Is held over it to draw the grease into
the paper.
Rub off the chalk with a soft silk
or muslin rag and the spot tiill probably have dieappeared.

RAILROAD

REASONABLE RATES

y

EMBROIDERED

AND

and Double Rigs
Teaming" and Transferir
Saddle Horses

glow

FOR

STREET
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Singfle

pale-colore- d

mer weather which made itself un
pleasantly felt in London as well as
in Paris, writes a correspondent of
the Boston Globe.
People said that such a state of af

speak for my workmanship.

KALSOMINING

GLAZING

Boy and Solano, N. M.

McKinney

S Skinner

General BlacKsmiths
Young girl's dress of white linen.
Both the corselet skirt and the blouse
are embroidered with openwork embroidery and ornamented with motifs
of solid embroidery.
The sleeves are cut in one Diece
with the blouse, and the llttl girdle
is of satin.

WOOD WORK A SPECIALTY.
ALL WORK
'

DONE PROMPTLY.

WORKMANSHIP GUARANTEED.
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Information and Gossip Picked Up Here
and There in Washington.

Husky Babies Is Aim of Uncle Sam

Uncle Sam wants
WASHINGTON.
brand of babies,
one that shall be of beef and brawn,
nerve and muscle. And he has set
about It In a businesslike way.
In the first place, the bureau of
chemistry of the department of agriculture, under the direction of Harvey
H. Wiley, will find out what foods now
prepared for Infants are really foods.
If It is discovered that they are not
foods at all, hut cracked bran and
canned mustard poultices there will
be trouble.
After the results of the Inquiry Is
concluded mothers will he sent lists
of foods proper for the use of babies.
manufacturers,
From physicians,
and specialists in children's diseases
there will be collected data tending
to show the causes which render chil
dren 111, and then they will be asked

to give Information, based on their
years of experience, which will advise
the proper sort of nourishment .and
treatment for children, not only to
avoid disease, but to build better babies.
Dr. Wiley believes that in a few
years he will see tne results or ms
experiments in a race of husky young
giants, to whom sickness and ill
health will be a rarity. To first remove the cause for illness and then
replace poor food with good will be
the aim of the experiment, and the
results are expected, to be evident in
the human machine thus constructed.
The movement Is the result of numerous inquiries from parents and
others who have suggested that there
might be a possibility of impurities
in children's foods. For a time experiments on a small scale have been
carried on, but it has been made apparent to Dr. Wiley that a more extensive investigation into the subject
will not only reveal the fact that there
are impurities In ttie foods now offered on the market, but will show a
way to bring about better conditions
of health for children generally.
'

Women Like Rural Mail Delivery Field
shown in a report received at the department of the case of Miss Lenna
Sennot, who is the substitute carrier
route in one of the New
on a
England states. Miss Sennot has held
the position for three years, and al
though the route is a long one and is
thickly wooded In some sections, Miss
Sennot says she has no fear in driving
over the route alone.
When asked what induced her to
enter the service, Miss Sennot said
that one day, about three years ago,
the regular carrier told her he was un
able to find a substitute, and jokingly
asked her if she would like to sub
stltute for him.
"I told him I would like to be his as
sistant or substitute," said Miss Sen
not, "providing he had horses that
had some life. He agreed he had good
horses, so I was sworn in as his sub
e

as rural carriers are not
POSITIONS to be
attractive to women, and the postoffice department does
not encourage their employment as
such, but an Increasing number are Invading the rural delivery field.
General De
Assistant Postmaster
Graw is authority for the statement
that when women obtain places as
rural carriers they invariably accept
cheerfully the hardships that accompany the work in bad conditions of
road and weather.
An example of this enthusiasm is stitute."
Ex-Env- oy

HAS MADE PROBLEM OF AERIAL
NAVIGATION LIFE STUDY.

Dirigible Balloon Recently Completed
for Government Signal Corps Product of 30 Years' Labor Began
Experiments Early.
Washington. Capt. Thomas Scott
Baldwin, dean of aeronautics in this
country, has devoted his life to the
problem of aerial navigation. Capt.
Baldwin's name is inseparably linked
with aeronautic activities the world
over. In nearly every civilized country
of the world Capt. Baldwin has given
exhibitions with his parachutes, balloons and airships. With constantly
applied persistency to make a success
of ballooning, Capt. Baldwin has not
relinquished his interest for a single
day for 30 years. During this long experience, he has made and given more
than 3,000 exhibitions and flights in
the air. Unlike those who have made
failures of their airship experiences,
Capt. Baldwin is essentially a student.
His workshop does not present the appearance of a collection of Ideas, plain- marked theories. He has always
worked along the practical and scien
tific lines. To these he owes his suc
cess, although kind fate appears al
ways to have smiled upon him. He
has taken chances in making his experiments in the air that would still
with fear the heart of a man of less
courage than himself.
"Apprehension of trouble is far worse
than the trouble Itself when it arrives," said Capt. Baldwin. "I learned
this early, and I never borrow trouble.
never feel the least bit of fear. I
always have figured out the thing I
meant to do before doing it, and felt
reasonably sure that I could accomplish it before making the attempt."
Interest in aeronautics has been
Intensified since the government began
to take an interest. The recent tests
of Capt. Baldwin's big dirigible bal
loon, which he built for the signal
corps of the United States army, were
followed with a keen interest all over
the ballooning world. In addition to
this he has built for the government
two spherical balloons.
Following the old adage that a shoemaker should stick to his last, Capt
Baldwin never wavered for a moment

Sold Horse to Leave Country

V

A
4k

laughed at the offer. Arabian horses
are not so easy to obtain in America.
reached
Soon after the minister

All Bey, deposed
THAT Mehmed
minister, was compelled

to leave with Homer Davenport, the
horse loving cartoonist, his prize Arabian steed In order to obtain funds
with which to leave America, is the
story made public here by a friend
of the 'fleeing minister.
Furthermore, it Is stated that this
final sacrifice came only after the minister had vainly appealed to a wealthy
New York cigarette manufacturer for
a loan of $2,000, ,wbo a few months
before had been presented with a
mate to the Davenport horse at the
suggestion of Mundji Bey, consul general at New York.
When Mehmed All Bey reached this
country a year ago he brought with
him two Arabian horses valued . at
$10,000 each. One of the Schinasi
brothers, wealthy cigarette manufacturers of New York, is said to have
expressed a willingness to buy one
Vf them for $12,000. - Mehmed AU Bey

Washington Mundji Bey, according to
the story told by the chagrined minis
ter afterward, suggested that he make
a gift of the horse to the New Yorker,
and the gift was made.
A few days ago Mehmed au re
ceived his recall. He was stranded
Naturally the thought of a loan from
the New York cigarette manufacturer
occurred to him.
"Lend me $2,000 until I see my
father, who, as you know, is wealthy,"
he wrote.
"Had I known that your horse had
a string tied to it I should never have
accepted it," came the startling reply,
"If you wish the horse back I will
return it to you," continued the curt
missive,
Desperate and incensed, the minister said "Return It." There came no
reply, it is said.
- "Go and get my Arabian horse from
Schinasi," Mehmed All Bey wrote to
Davenport. The cartoonist went, but
came back without the horse. Thor
oughly outdone, the stranded minister
decided to turn over to Davenport the
remaining horse of the pair, fox he
had to have money. He got It u4 left
Amerita via Canada.

Aounced his intention and thousands
of people gathered at Golden Gate

park and cheered as the plucky young
man made the first successful parachute Jump on record. This was the
beginning of his long record of successes twice around the world. And In
all these daring chances he took Capt.
Baldwin has never suffered the slightest injury.
This dean of American aeronautics
his given exhibitions before the nobility and many of the crowned heads of
Europe. Also in Australia, China,
Japan and Egypt. Everywhere he
went, with his series of successes following him, he gave encouragement to
those who were working along the
same lines that he had spent so many
years on.
The one sad event in Capt. Baldwin's
experience was the loss of his perfectly equipped workshop during the San
Francisco disaster. Thousands of dollars had been spent on the best tools,
the finest materials and
airships, which represented years of
experiments and also the. best of his
knowledge gleaned from his work in
his
the world trips.
half-finishe- d

d

ANCIENT "FOOT FERRY."
Means of Communication Between Vir
ginia and Maryland Shores.
Richmond, Va The "foot-ferry- "
one of the ancient institutions

"Foot Ferry" Still

is

tifti

In Use.

survive in the old and honorable town
of Alexandria, Va. In all that long
stretch of majestic river from the
capital of the United States to great
Chesapeake bay, there is neither
bridge nor modern ferry between the
Virginia and Maryland shores. Though
the counties that border the Potomac
on either side are populous and pros
perous, communication between the
two sides of the river seenls difficult
to men not to the manor born, yet the
conditions are accepted as natural and
regular by natives.
Between Alexandria and the Mary-- .
land shore the Potomac is a mile wide.
The Maryland lands are thickly settled. Because of circuitous roads the
dwellers there must drive ten miles
to Washington, whereas in a straight
line the distance is but five. That
country has yet to be traversed by a
trolley line. Many of the people on
the east side of the river cross to
Alexandria and take steamboat or trolley to Washington. The means of communication between Alexandria, a city
of 15,000 inhabitants, and the opposite
"
or more acshore, is a
curately a hand ferry for the ferry, is
a small boat rowed by a veteran river
man. The boat is rigged with a sail
and when the wind favors, which is
not often, the ferryman rests on his
oars. A trip is made every hour.
When the accompanying picture was
taken the sail was in use.
The ferryman is W. H. Wheatley.
He has spent his life on the river and
has been conducting the ferry for
many, years. He plies from a slip between two of the principal wharves
in Alexandria and a decaying quay
called "Fox's Ferry" on the other side.
Fox's Ferry was a hustling place before the age of steam, a man named
Fox operating an endless chain ferry
across the river at that point.
"foot-ferry-

1
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Capt. T. S. Baldwin.

in his Intention to master the air for
transportation facilities.
When still a mere youngster he be
gan his experiments at San Francisco,
Up to this time there had never been
a successful parachute jump. It had
been nearly 60 years previous to Bald'
win's attempt that the last man to try
the experiment had met his death. But
after considerable experimenting and
thought given to the idea, Bald'
About 60 per cent, of the gold prodwin was determined to make a
Jump of 1,000 feet from the balloon, uct of the world is handled by Great
SL yws ago.
Baldwin an Britain.
That
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A TEXAS CLERGYMAN

Dellolous

Speaks Out for the Benefit of Suffering
Thousands.

OR CANNED

PEACHES.

A 8IMPLE SAFEGUARD

PAINT.

Dishes for Dessert Prepared

from Either Source.

Everybody Bhould know how simple
and easy it is to avoid all uncertainty
In buying paint materials. There are
many
white leads on the
market, which contain chalk, zinc,
barytes, and other cheap adulterants.
Unless the property owner takes advantage of the simple means of protection afforded him by reliable white
lead manufacturers, he runs great risk
of getting an inferior and adulterated
white lead.
,
It Is to protect the paint-buye- r
against fraud and adulteration that
National Lead Company, the largest
makers of genuine Pure White Lead,
place their famous "Dutch Boy Painter" trademark on every keg of their
product, an absolute guarantee of its
purity and quality. Anyone who wants
to make a practical test of white lead,
and who wants a valuable free book
about painting, should address National Lead Company, Woodbridge
Bldg., New York, and ask for test
equipment

Gateaux of peaches Is a French apRev. G. M. Gray, Baptist Clergyman,
pellation
for a dessert In peach sea-ioof Whitesboro, Tex., says: "Four years
The
ripe fruit can be used in
ago I Buffered misplace of the canned, which has been
ery with lumbago.
In the measuring. Half a
Every movement considered
can of peaches, half teaspoonful red
was one of pain. coloring,
two teaspoonfuls vanilla exDoan's Kidney Pills tract,
one ounce pistachio nuts, three
removed the whole eggs,
three ounces of flour, three
difficulty after only
ounces of butter, a little water icing.
a short time. AlPut the eggs and the sugar into a
though I do not
basin, place this over another basin
like to have my of boiling
water and whisk until
name used Dubllclv.
warm; remove the basin and continue
I make an exception in this case, so
whisking until the mixture is
that other sufferers from kidney trou- the
almost stiff enough to lift up with
ble may profit by my experience."
the whisk.
Sold by all dealers. 50 cents a box,
Rub the peaches through a Bieve
Foster-Milbur- n
Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
and add two heaping tablespoonfuls
of the puree of the mixture, the red
POINTER BY THE PICKPOCKET.
coloring, one teaspoonful of the vanilla
Best Method for the Protection of a very and the flour sifted. Stir this in
lightly, butter a plain mold, then
Diamond Stud.
dust it with flour.
Pour in the mixture and pin around
"An acquaintance of mine had a
the outside a band of buttered paper;
Queer experience the other day," said
30 minutes in a moderate
bake
a man who has not much faith in any- oven, for
then
remove from the mold and
thing. "A short time ago he was inwhen cold cut in slices about one inch
to
a pickpocket by a friend.
troduced
thick, spread thickly with the remainThe pickpocket is one of the best in
der of the puree, place the rounds tothe business.
gether again and pour over the water
"My friend didn't' think anything
icing prepared as follows:
more about him, but the other night
Six tablespoonfuls of confectioner's
he was in a saloon, after he had been sugar, two
tablespoonfuls liquid from
celebrating most of the day. He was peaches,
the other teaspoonful of vapretty happy and the pickpocket came
nilla, stir until warm and liquid, then
In. My friend had a diamond stud in
pour over the cake and quickly dust
his tie with a screw attachment. The with
the pistachio blanched, finely
pickpocket walked up.
chopped and dried.
Serve it as a
"'You may not remember me,' he cake, or a3 a sweet serve round the
said, 'but I met you the other night remainder of
the can of peaches and
with so and so. Take a bit of advice a little whipped cream here
and there
from me. You may lose that shiner round the base.
of yours if you're not careful.'
Another peach dish is tempting. Ice
Then the pickpocket looked at the cream may be
used in place of
attachHe
diamond.
said the screw
whipped cream, which will Berve, or
ment wouldn't stop a good thief from a gelatin cream which is good. Peel,
getting the diamond, but he could fix pit and halve ripe peaches and put
it He fished around In his pockets each half on a small plate; fill cenand producad a rubber band, which he ter with chopped walnut meats, over
tied around the screw,
this pour Boft ice cream and scatter
" 'Now,' he said, 'they can only get
over with red raspberries.
"
your stone by biting it off.'
n.

Happiness and virtue rest upon each
other; the best are not only the happiest, but the happiest are usually the
best. Bulwer.
MOTHER

Grape-Nut-

The value of this famous food Is
shown in many ways, in addition to
what might be expected from Its chemical analysis.
Grape-Nut- s
food is made of whole
wheat and barley, is thoroughly baked
for many hours and contains all the
wholesome ingredients in these cereals.
It contains also the phosphate of
potash grown in the grains, which Nature uses to build up brain and nerve
cells.

Young children require proportionately more of this element because the
brain and nervous system of the child
grows so rapidly.
A Va. mother found the value of
Grape-Nut- s
In not only building up her
own strength but in nourishing her
baby at the same time. She writes:
"After my baby came I did not recover health and strength, and the
doctor said I could not nurse the baby
as I did not have nourishment for her,
besides I was too weak.
"He said I might try a change of
diet and see what that would do, and
Grape-Nut- s
food.
I
recommended
bought a pkg. and used it regularly.
A marked change came over
both
baby and I.
"My baby is now four months old,
Is In fine condition, I am nursing her
and doing all my work and never felt
better in my life." "There's a Reason."
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Creek, Mich. Read "The Road to Well-villeIn pkgs.
Ever read the above letter? A new
one appears from time to time. They
are genuine, true, and full of human
,"

Interest
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THREE CURES OF ECZEMA.
Woman Tells of Her Brother's Terrlbls
Suffering Two Babies Also Cured
Cuticura Invaluable.

ARMSTRONG-TURNE-

1617-2- 3

California

R

N

MILLINERY CO;
COLO.

St.. DENVER.

THE COLORADO TENT & AWNING CO.

JfíTCÍ

Goods House In the West. Ore Sacks,
Filter Cloth. Camp and Lawn Furniture, Hammocks, Blankets and Comforts. 1642 Lawrence St., . Robt. S.
GutMhnll, Prcxldent, Denver,

"My brother had eczema three different summers. Each summer it came

out between his shoulders and down
his back, and he said his suffering
SHORTHAND,
was terrible. When It came on the
TELEGRAPH Y, HANKING,
SPANISH,.
PREPARATORY
of
box
bought
a
he
summer,
third
for the best positions; gradantes in many
Cuticura Ointment and gave it a faith-fu- l UnesTrains
through ut the West earning is high osll.UOQ
rail trm Sept. 1st; catalog free. Ueo.
trial. Soon he began to feel better per 'year,
a un j on, I'rln., 6JO Charles Building. Denver
and he cured himself entirely of ec- l
zema with Cuticura A lady In InE. E. BURLINGAME & CO.,
Salt and soda will clean tarnished diana heard of how my daughter,
íÍbeor'ator
brass and will sometimes clean tar- Mrs. Miller, had cured her little son ASSAY OFFICE
of terrible eczema by the Cuticura Established in Colorado,1866. Samples by mailor
nished silver.
In choosing a chicken it should be Remedies. This lady's little one had express will receive prompt and caroful attention
plump on the breast, fat on the back the eczema so badly that they thought Gold &SUverBullion
ANB
AMALGAMATION
CONCENTRATION,
and have white legs. An old chicken they would lose it She used Cuti-1- 00 lbs. to carload lots,
Is distinguished by its rough legs and cura Remedies and they cured her CYANIDt TFSTP.
Write for terms.
Lawrence St., Denver, Colo.
child entirely, and the disease never 1736-173- 8
long hairs found on the breast
To prepare pineapple, cut it through came back. Mrs. Sarah E. Lusk,
BEAUTIFUL
Mich., Aug. 15 and Sept. 2, 1907."
the center after removing the leaves.
FREE
MANDOLIN
Then take a tablespoon and scrape
Health.
out the pineapple. You can prepare
A $14.50 mandolin with substantial carrying case,
with Ally lessons by the Slegel & Meyer
The practice of invariably chewing together
them quickly this way with scarcely
Si ool of Chicago.
everything 47 times before swallowing
We do not sell this mandolin. It is absolutely given
any waste.
free for inf iimaliun we will ask for. Write for
Flowtr vases often overbalance It not only restored the rich man's
Our special sale of fíanos, Organs and Talking
wtien in UBe, for the flowers put into health, but saved his soul as well.
muchlnes Is now on.
busiday,
course
one
of
For,
in
the
them are likely to make them
This defect Is easily remedied ness, he strained at a gnat and swalby putting bits of lead, shot or pebbles lowed a camel.
And the camel, having been chewed
at the bottom of the vases.
In separating the whites from the 47 times, was fit to pass through the
Beinoved to
yolks of eggs one often will break the eye of a needle. So the rich man 1042-4- 4 Cnllfornln St., near Seventeenth.
DENVER, COLO.
yolk into the white. In such case dip was able to enter the Kingdom of
a clean cloth into warm, water and Heaven, after all. Puck.
wring dry. Touch the yolk with the
No Social Standing.
cloth and It will cling to the cloth.
"What do you think, Maria?" ex
To prevent shoe laces coming undone tie the laces in the usual man- claimed the steel magnate. "Our son
ner, but before tightening the bow Reginald writes that he is on his we
pass Its rlghthand loop through the ding trip and his wife is a paragon."
"A Paragon?" echoed his wife,
knot In the center. Then draw the
bow tight and it will stay tied until "Dear me! I can't recall the name of
Paragon In. the social register. You
you pull the string to undo it.
must look her up at once, John, and
Weatera Department Store
see If Reginald has disgraced himself The Largeiit Mall
To Fill Floor Cracks.
Order House,
and
Cracks in floors may be neatly but by marrying into an inferior family."
40,000 People Shop here by Mail
permanently filled by thoroughly soakWe are pleasing others. We can
Exactly So.
ing newspapers in paste made of half
please you.
who
had
Willie,
little
"Pa."
aaid
boiled.
The
a pound of alum mixed and
Return anything that disappoints.
'
mixture will be about as thick as put- been reading a cigar store advertise-, Ask for our Mail Order Bulletin.
ty and may be forced Into the crevice ment,, "what's imported and domes-with a case knife. It will harden like tic?"
"A hired girl," replied Pa, promptly.
papier mache.
Denver, Colorado,
Presa.
BOOK-KEEPIN-

S

AND CHILD

Both Fully Nourished on

They All Want It.
"The late Joel Chandler Harris,"
said an Atlanta clergyman, "used to
laugh at the way everybody seemed to
want a free advertisement of some
sort from the editor. It was the same,
he would say, with the physician
everybody wants free advice on the
health question from him.
"I once heard him tell about an editor who served ten days in Jail for
kicking the mayor.
The warden
treated him very kindly, and at the
ten days' end, escorting him to the
door and shaking him by the hand
said:
"'Well, good-band good luck, ed.
And say, would you mind giving the
jail a puff?.' "

Just Wanted to Try It.
Farmer John left home one morning
and waited at the station for the limited. He climbed aboard and shambled
Into the smoker.
"Mister," he drawled when the conductor halted before him, "Is that thar
rate good on this train?"
"It is," replied the conductor brusquely. "Where is your ticket?"
The old man fumbled In the depths
of an ancient ehotbag.
"Ain't got no ticket, mister," he
Bald slowly, "but here be two cents. I
No Automobiles There..
"There are no automobiles on the never rode on one of these pesky flysensagolden streets of heaven," says the ers and I just want to feel the
one
me
I'vó
rode
off
after
Put
tion.
Whltsett Courier, "but they're giv- mile."
.
ing lots of folks a chance to walk
One of the
those golden streets.
DENVER DIRECTORY
contraptions arrived in town last week
and during the first spin the owner
took in it it pitched a blind mule on
PALACE HOTEL iiV
top of the town hall, with the man BROWN
European Plan, 81.50 and Upward.
that was ridin' the mule. The mule
REPAIRS of every known make
was bo mad it kicked the town clock CTflVC
O I
I C of stove, furnace or range. Geo.
MSI Lawrence, Denver, Phone 728
Pullen,
A.
to pieces, likewise kickin' a hole in
I nnif
I
Dealer In all kinds of
DMI
just
mayor,
on
the
the roof an' fallin'
Ii LUUN CHANMSE. Mammoth cataas be had took his seat an' called log mailed free. Corner 16th and Blake,
Denver.
council to order. Having landed in
the midst of them, the mule walked
slow and dignified to the front door WHOLESALE MILLINERY
an' then took to the woods."
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NEWS
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THE

LATEST IMPORTANT DIS.
PATCHES PUT INTO SHORT,
CRISP PARAGRAPHS.

STORY

OF

THE WEEK

SHOWING THE PROGRESS OF
EVENTS IN OUR OWN AND
FOREIGN

LANDS.

WESTERN NEWS.
Work has been commenced on the
first eight miles of the Union Pacific
out of Seattle, Wash.
It is estimated that losses by the
Rawhide, Nev., fire will aggregate
SaOO.000.
The town Is "Phoenlxinz"
with remarkable rapidity.
Official returns compiled by Secretary of Agriculture Coburn show the
population of Kansas to be 1.G56.799,
an increase over last year, of G,639.
'
According to the petition to probato
the will of the late Col. William F. Vilas filed in the County Court at Macli-- .
son, Wis., his estate is valued at $842,-00'

Rear Admiral Henry Glass,

Lionel Sackvllle West, second baron !
of sackvllle, died on the 3rd Jnst. He
was British minister to the United
States, 1881 to 1888. At the request
of President Cleveland he was recalled in October, 1888.
At Dorpat, Russia, a sergeant of police and six warders of the prison
have been convicted of torturing prisoners with the idea of extorting confessions and each sentenced to one
year's imprisonment.
;
The number marching in the Grand
Army parade at Toledo Wednesday is
estimated at from 8 000 to 12,000. They
marched slowly and the ranks were
not close, so that it took four hours to
pass the reviewing stand.
Heffron, the South African distance
runner, who finished second in the
Marathon race In London last July, was
given a banquet at Cape Town on his
return to Africa. Members of the cabinet and legislature and other prominent persons participated.
A case of lockjaw in advanced stage
has just been cured at St John's hospital, Brooklyn. It is believed that the
cure was effected through the use At
sodium chloride (common salt), as advised by the specialists of the Rockeper cent,
feller institute. A twenty-fiv-e
solution was injected directly into the
spinal cord.
It is stated In Pittsburg that at a
recent conference held in Skibo castle,
Scotland, Mr. Andrew Carnegie made
arrangements for the Carnegie School
of Technology of Pittsburg on a- scale
which will make that institution in
every way worthy of his name, naving
authorized an expenditure of $10,000,-00-

U. S. N.,

retired, died on the 1st inst. at Pas
Robles, California, of heart failure, following an operation performed several
days before at his home in Berkeley.
A large Japanese insurance company
haa practically determined to enter the
United States and a prominent San
Fianciscd underwriter has already been
decided upon for the United States
manager.
At the Minnesota state fair at St.
Paul Saturday De Palma, in a ninety
horse-powe- r
machine broke the world's
automobile record for a mile on a circu
track by covering the distance in
lar
fifty-on- e
seconds flat.
'
E. H. Karriman, while passing
through Oregon, told a delegation of
V0O3 Bay citizens that if he could be la
sured interest of four per cent, on tin
investment of $3,000,000 for ten yeavs
he would build a road into the Coos
Bay country.
A Carnegie medal has been received
by Marjorie Coast, the eleven-year- old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. P. C.
Coast of Iowa City, Iowa, who leaped
Into the Iowa river and saved the life
of Margaret Hayes, daughter of Prof.
'
and Mrs. Samuel Hayes, last summer.

'

GENERAL NEWS.

'

It is stated that Senator Foraker of
Ohio has announced his intention to
take .he slump for Taft.
Hundreds of thousands of people
turned out to welcome the visiting
Americans of the Atlantic fleet on its
arrival at Melbourne.
Mrs. W. L. Gilman of Roxbury, Mass.,
was elected national president of the
Woman's Relief Corps at the convention in Toledo.
At the Toledo meeting Mrs. Genevieve Longfield of Chicago was elected
national president of the Ladies of the
G. A. R. after a spirited contest. Mrs.
Catherine Ross of Denver was elected
treasurer.
shop law
The
which was enacted by the last legisla
ture and approved by Governor
Hughes, went into operation September
1st in New York city. Charles H.
president of the Consolidated
Stock exchange, said that as a result
of the new law the exchange expects
a considerable Increase in business
At a banquet in Strausburg Sunday
Emperor William in proposing a toast,
said: "I rejoice to be able to express
to you my deepest conviction that the
peace of Europe is not in danger."
It Is expected that William H. Taft
will make a traveling campaign during
the month of October, devoting his time
principally to those states which the
national committee consider doubtful.
Architects of the new Grand Cen
tra) station, New York city, have com
pleted plana and estimates for that
structure. The total cost of building
Btreet
at the terminals on Forty-seconwill reach $20,000,000.
anti-buck-

Ba-dea-

d

.

Director Edwin B. Frost of Yerkes
observatory on the 2nd inst announced
the discovery of a new comet through
photographic observations made by
Prof. D. W. Morehouse of Drake university MÍ De3 Moines. It is clearly
defined and has a tail several degrees
long, and was found in the constellation Camelopardus.
,

NEWS FROM WASHINGTON.
The crou reporting board of the bu
reau of statistics of the United States
Department of Agriculture September
1st announced that the average conal
tion of the cotton crop August. 25th was
76.1 per cent, of a normal.
The recent agitation in Washington
over the Early leprosy case and in
Arizona over the case of Mrs. General
Wardwell, who was similarly afflicted,
will. It is believed by officials of the
public health and marine hospital eervice, lead to a renewed eirort to odtain the establishment at some place
in the United States of a national leprosarium for the isolation and treatment of leprosy.
President Roosevelt has approved
the plans of the proposed new battle
ships Florida and Utah, which were
authorized at the last session of Con- cress. It is expected that advertise
ments for bids for the construction of
the Utah will be published in a few
days. That vessel is to be constructed
at private ship yards while the Florida
Is to be built at the Brooklyn navy
yard.
Herbert A. Stevens, formerly of
has been
Cambridge, Massachusetts,
appointed private secretary to Secretary of Commerce and Labor Straus.
Mr. Stevens has been confidential
clerk to the secretary and succeeds
Theodore L. Weed, who resigned as
private secretary to become secretary
to Chairman Hitchcock of the Republican national committee: '
President Roosevelt, in his final annual message to ' Congress, probably
will recommend an increase In tbe num.
erlcal strength of the army to at
least 10p,000 men. At present the
army is on a footing of 60,000 men, the
number provided for in time of peace,
By direction of the President, a genembracing in its
eral court-martimembership one major general, six
brigadier generals '' and six colonels,
will meet at Fort Wayne, Mich., Tuesday, Sept. 29th, "for the trial of such
persons as may be brought before it."
Maj. Gen. Frederick D. Grant will head
the court It is not yet known what
officers will be tried.
The monthly statement of the circulation of national bank notes on Aug.
1st shows an increase as compared
with August, 1907, of $81,269,787, and
is compared with the previous month
a decrease of $6,762,883. The total clrculatlon outstanding: Aug.. 81st ' 1908,
was $65,S26,108.
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AROUND THE HOUSE

wupfígs

GENERAL
PfiESENTATION
OF
MATTERS OF INTEREST.
Flower Wall Paper It Most Effective
In Bedrooms Suggestions as to
Blankets Valuable Sanitary
Crib for the Infant.

acts gentljyet prompt?
ly ontne bowels, cleanses,

ae system effectually,,

r
In bedThe fad for flower
rooms is. within the reach of those of
one in overcoming
moderate means. A bedroom should
be simple and restful. In the flower
designs there is a wide field for one's
To
itsi
individual taste. In planning such a
room, one must bear In mind the size,
exposure, and woodwork. For a sunbuy
ny room, sober colors are possible,, but
a dark room must be treated in a
light and cheerful way. A room reManufactured by the.
efcently papered had a morning-glorfect. The woodwork was painted
white. The floor was hard wood, with
several harmonious rag rugs, and the
walls were papered with a cream-colorepaper, over which morning glo
SOLD BUTA01NG
in profusion. The ceiling
trailed
ries
was aiso a laint cream color.
Dotted swlss curtains hung at the
windows Just to the sill, and were tied
back with white cord and tassels. The
dressing-rootable and bed of white
enamel had covers of dotted swlss.
Two wicker chairs had cushions of
cretonne, and the bed had a cover of
the same material.
Blankets range in choice from the
light weight summer blankets or Italian slumber blankets of soft silk to
heavy woolen, double or single ones,
in solid colors, lavender, pale green,
blue, or pink, with a decorative border
in white.' The use of colors is attractive in carrying out a color scheme.
W. I DonglM make and tellf more
Woolen blankets keep their softness
men's 93.00 and 83.80 shoes than any
other manufacturer in the world, bemuch longer when sent to the cleancause they hold their shape, fit better,
ers. Many blankets are sold in pairs,
and wear longer than any other make.
Shoal at All Prices, for Every Member of the
but most, housekeepers prefer to cut
Family, Men, Boys, Women, Misses i Children
them in two, binding the cut edges.
W.l.Dmilu Ss.OO and f 5.00 out Edge Show cum
at any price. W. L. Dosel"
ba
Mulled
sa
Where this Is not done, be cure that
13.00 than are the bwt la the world
Eyeleta Vfed FroiutiviUv.
Color
Tart
edge
the folded
is placed at the foot
No Substitute. W. L. Douglas
erl'ulie
name and pries Is stamped on bottom. Sold
of the bed, thus leaving the occupant
everywhere. Shoes mailed from factory to any
ot
Ihe
free to use one or both blankets. When
part
world., Caialorae free.
W. U DOUGLAS, IS7 Spark St., BrocHos. Mass.
ready to put away your heavy blankets
for the summer, they should be
wrapped in a clean muslin bag. A WIDO WS,unaer N CW LAW obtained
by JOHN W. MORRIS,
lump of camphor gum laid in the folds
Washington, D. 0.
will prevent moths.
There Is a heavy white dimity that
makes excellent summer bedspreads.
AUTOMOBILE
SHOP TALK.
It launders well. Some of these
spreads are finished with a narrow,
white cotton fringe.
Something that will Interest all
mothers is the infant's sanitary crib,
chair, and walker combined. The crib
is built of polished wood, trimmed
with aluminum, corner pieces, and
furnished with a white drill body. The
canvas body Is so designed that It
holds the baby securely, yet comfortably, and with freedom. Lying down,
sitting or standing, it is impossible for
the child to fall out. The crib can be
instantly changed into a chair designed to support the baby in every
posture without straining the body.
Bate
The canvas flap in front Is used as a
table for the child to rest Its toys on.
"What was your record across JerThe canvas body is easily changed sey?"
and can be washed as often as de"One country constable and a cow."
sired, therefore insuring sanitary con
ditions. A rubber bath-tuattachment
Yes, Alonzo, It's easy to persuade a
which Is sold separately will be found girl to play the piano in public if she
a great convenience.
has a new ring on one of her fingers.
Never put a deep border on a low- celling room. It Is really better not
to have any at all. A flowered or trellis effect will do much to give height,
If two small rooms are together it is
better to paper and carpet alike, giving the effect of one room.
wall-pape-

assists

habitual constipation,

get
permanently.
beneficial effects
the genuine.

y

d

California
Tito Syrup Co.
DRUCaSTS-50tp.r&O-

lliISHJ)IS

b

Cleaning White Paint.
Hot water and soap give a yellowish
tinge to white paint. To avoid this
make a lather of hot water and a mild
pure white 6oap, and use it after it be
comes lukewarm. It is also a benefit to the paint to go over it again
wun perrecuy clear water and a
clean cloth, removing any suggestion
of soaplness, as all soap Is more or
less yellowing If allowed to remain on
either paint or clothes.
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Song and Insectivorous Rirds; kill- TERRITORY OP NEW MEXICO,) IN THE DISTRICT COURT THEREOF,
Synopsis of the U.S.
)
FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTui',
ing
or injury prohibted. Penalty, $50 COUNTY OP COLFAX.
Government Land Law.
Floersheim Mercontile Company, a Corporation, Plaintiff, vs Alfrado
fine and 30 days imprisonment.
Thomas McGrath, Adell McGrath de Bushkevitz, Alexander S.
OPEN SEASQN FOR FISH.
All men and women over 21
Bushkevitz, her husband, Luisa McGrath de Regensberg, Benjamine Regens-berMountain Trout (all species) with
years of age, widows, and perher husband, Trinidad McGrath, a minor, Carlos McGrath, a minor,
sons under 21 years of age who rod, hook and line only; May 15th to Rutina McGrath, a minor, Cecelh McGrath, a minor, Trinidad Lucero, Isare the heads of families, who October 15th of each year. Size limit, abel Romero de McGrath, Pedro McGrath, a minor, Felicita McGrath, a
,nd Doloritas McGarth a minor. Dáfendants.
are not owners of more than 160 not less than 6 inches. Weight limit, minor,
NOTICE IS HELiEBY GIVEN, That on the 4th day of February, 1902,
acres of land, who are citizens or 15 pounds per day. Penalty, $50 fine Jose D. McGrath now deceased, made, executed and delivered to the above
have declared their intention to and (iO days imprisonment.
named plaintiff, a mortgage covering the real property hereinafter described
Bass (large and small mouth spec- to secure the payment of $3,800.00 payable six months after date, which
become citizens of the United
was on the 6th day of February 1902, recorded in the office of
States are qualified to make a ies) with rod, hook and line only; mortgage
the Probate Clerk and
Recorder of Colfox County, and on
May 15th to October 15th of each year. the 1st day of April, 1902, said mortgage was recorded in the office or the Probate
homestead entry.
from
months
25
Weight limit,
pounds per day. Clerk and
Not later than six
Recorder of Mora County. Thereafter there bedate of entry the homestead Penalty, $59 fine and 60 days impris- ing a defaultin the turns cf mid ir.cr1.r4.e, lie lainiff cn the 0th
day of August, 1907, commended a suit against the above named declainant must establish his resi- onment. Unlawful to sell, or expose fendants,
heirs of said late Jose D. McGraih, for the foreclosure of said
dence upon the land, and after or otter for sale, or for any common mortgage, and on the 25th day of June 1908, the Court herein rendered jndg-medecree ordering sale of the property and appointing th undersigned,
fourteen months of actual resi- carrier, express company, agent or
property to satii-f- mortgage indeptedness.
dence, if he has resided upon and employe thereof, to receive or have in W.R.Holly, special master to sell
IS THEREFORE HEREBY; GIVEN, That the undersign, W.
cultivated the land, can commute possession or transport for market R. NOTICE
Holly, will, under and by virtue of said order of court, sell the said
or pay for the land at the rate of any game animals, birds or fish pro- property or so much thereof as may be necessary to satisfy the sum of
ner acre, when the claim tected by law in this Territory. Pen One Thousand, Seventy-si- x and
Dollars, ($1,076.04), the amount due on
said mortgage, June 25th, 1908, with accrued interest and all cost, at pubreceive patent to the land alty, $100 fine.
will
ant
and best bidder for cash on Saturday the 20th,
The use of dynamite, drugs, or per- lic vendue to the highest
from the government. It claimday of Sepuember 1908. at the hour of ten o'clock in the forenoon said
he
commute,
to
mitting saw dust to pass into any of day, in front of the United States Post üttice, situated on lot seven of
ant does not wish
on Third street in Town of Springer, Colfax County.
can reside continuously upon the the public waters of this Territory in block twenty-on- e
land five years, and upon filling which are game food fish is a felony. New Mexico.
following is a description of the real property to be sold as described
proof that he has done so, will Trespassing on posted private prop- - in The
said mortgage and order of court. Said property being located in the
land.
$100
to
fine
the
erty prohibited.
Penalty,
receive a patent
counties of Colfax and Mora, Territory of New Mexic3.
The south half of the southeast quarter of section 17, and the north half
Soldiers who served in the war and (0 days imprisonment.
of the northeast quarter of section 20, township 19, north, range 26, east,
W. E. Griffen, Warden.
of the rebellion, the Spanish or
containing 160 acres and know as the McGrath Ranch.
F. A. Roy, Deputy.
the Philippine wars are entiled
Also the south half of the southwest quarter of section 17, and the east
not
service
of
to have the time
half of the northwest quarter of section 20, township 19 north, range 26,
y
Caza
de
Leyes
Pesca.
exceeding four years counted as
east, also containing 160 acres.
DEL TERRITORIO de NEÜVO MEXICO.
Also 373 acres of land at Guadalupe,; Mora County, N. M. situated
residence on the land.
Asambla about fourteen miles north of the town of Mora, N. M., and known as'
por
Enmendadas
la
Según
soldeceased
The widow of a
Legislati va 37ma, p en efecto desda y survey No. 37. of the official servey of said County of Mora, partly
dier who never used his homeimproved and with dwelling and other improvements thereon. This placa
Marzo 21, 1907.
being also known as "Halfway House".
stead right, can make a soldier's después deESNACION
Also lots No. four (4) and four A (4 A) in block No. twenty (20) of
homestead entry and is required Venrdo con cuernos,de CAZA
solamente con Springer, N. M. with two dwellings houses and other improvements thereon.
land
on
the
to reside personally
(51), Springer, N. M.
fusil: Octubre 15 a Noviembre 30 de
Also lots one to twelve, inclusive, in block fifty-on- e
(52), Springer, N. M.
for one year. If a widow of a cada ano. Limite un venado. Pena, and lots one to twelve, inclusive, in block fifty-tw- o
(53). Springer,
e
N. M.
deceased soldier has died or $100,00 multa y (0 dias de encarcela and lots one to twelve inclusive, in block
and lots one to twelve, inclusive, in block seventy (70), Springer, N. M.
Herein married, his minor child
miento.
(85) Springer, N. M.
one to twelve, inclusive, in block eighty-fivren, through a guardian, can Alce, Carnero Cimarron, Nutria, andAlsolots
two A (2 A) and three (3), in block twenty of Springer,
(2),
two
lots
make a soldier's homestead en- Ptarmigan (codorniz blanco,) prohib-d- o N. M.
Dated, Springer, Colfax County, New Mexico, this 2th day of Augtry.
que se maten, cabtrren o dañen, en
If a homestead claimant dies, todo tiempo. Pena $500.00 multa y 90 ust,. 1908.
J
W. R. Holly,
the land goes to the widow, if he dias encarcelamiento.
Special Master appointed by the Court
leaves one; if not to his heirs.
for the sale of said property.
Antílope, Faisanes, Codornizes, del
Neither the widow nor the heirs orient, Palomas Silvestres portejidos
are required to live on the land hasta Mayo 13, 1910. Pena $100. mulCONTEST NOTICE.
who, on July 13, 1903, made hame
but must keep up the improv-ment- ta y 60 dias de encarcelamiento.
Department of the Interior,
stead entry No. 4797, (serial no.
United States Land Office.
Tórtolas solo con fusil; Julio 15 a
0780), for SE.1-NE
NE
failby
who
1908.
Santa Fe, N. M., August 18,
Any homesteader,
$100 multa
1 de cada ano.
2
4
Pena
Mayo
W
SW
8,
SE
section
A sufficient contest affidavit having
ure of crops, sickness or any y 60 dias de encarcelamiento.
19
N.,
range
9,
township
section
Damacio
by
office
filed
this
in
been
other unavoidable casualty is unGallina silvestre, Perdices, Gallinas Tafoja, of Roy N. M., contestant, 27 E., N. M. P. meridian, has filed
able to make a living for himself del .ampo solo con fusil; Octubre against Homestead entry No. 7860, notice of intention to make final
sese
24, 1904, for the w
and family on his claim, can
Novembre y Diciembre de cada ano madeseMarch
notex-ppedim- r
4
sec- five year proof to establish claim
4
4
4
sw
ne
and
se
absence
of
cure a leave
Pena, $100 y 60 dias de encarcelamie- - tion 22, township 22n., range 24e., by to the land above described, beone year. When a leave nta,
Jack W. Perry, Contestee, in which it
nf absence is granted, the time', Pájaros Cantores y insedtivores so is alleged that '"said Jack W. Perry fore W. H. Willcox, U. S. Court
at his office in
the settler is absent must be norhiba Que se maten o injurien. Pe has wholly abandoned said tract; Mat-h- Commissioner,
M. on the 2nd day of
N,
Roy,
therefrom
residence
his
changed
has
years
five
of
end
at
the
up
made
na, 50 multa y 30 dias de encarcela- for more than six months since mak
October 1908.
residence and cultivation requir- miento.
ing said entry: that said tract is net
Claimant names as witneses:
estancion de Pesca
ed by law.
settled upon and cultivated by said
oo vara, party as required by law; that he has Irenio Martinez, Antonio J.
Truchas(todas especias)
Jose Garcia, Juan de
anzuelo y sedal solamente: Mayo 15 a failed to comply with the homestead
Game and Fish Laws
Octubre 15 de cada ano Limite de ta laws as to residence and cultivation Dios Lopez, all of Roy, N. M.
Of the Territory of New Mexico, as maño no iremos que 6 pulgadas. Li- since entering same; that for the last
Edward W. Fox,
two years last past, he was absent
amended by the 37th Legislative As mite de peso 15 libras par dia. Pena from the said land and such absence
Register.
sembly and in force from and after $50 multa y 6o dias de encarcelamieno. continues to be such to tne present
date; that he has totally abandoned
March 21st, 1007.
Perca (especies de boca grande y
expecting to return"; and
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
OPEN SEASON FOR GAME.
con vara, anzuelo y sedal sol same neveralleged
absence was not due
that said
gun
oniy;
with
15
horns
with
de cada to his employment, in the military or
Deer
amente: Mayo 15 a Octubre
Department of the Inierior,
of each ano. Pena 50 multa y 60 dias de en naval service of the United btates in
October 15th to November-.'iOtUnited States Land Office,
time of war; said affidavit having been
year, Limit, one deer. Penalty, $100 carcelamiento.
N M. August 21, 1908.
Clayton,
25, 1908, said parties are
filed
Elk,
fine and 0 days imprisonment.
Sera ilegal para vender,' o exponer herebvJuly
respond,
appear,
to
notified
is hereby given that
Notice
Mountain Sheep, Beaver, Ptarmigan; o ofrecer para vender, o para cualqu and offer evidence touching said alleA.
Vance,
of Roy, N, M.,
William
killing, capturing or injuring prohib- iera ferrocarril, compañía de expaeso gation at 10 o'clock a. m. on October
May
15,
1902, made
on
who,
fine
U.
$500
S.
Bushkevitz,
ited at all times, Penalty,
agente o emplado de ellas, para recib- 1, 1908, before A.
M., and homestead entry no. 3G4, (serial
N.
at
Commissioner,
S.
Roy,
imprisonment.
and 90 days
ir o tener en posesión, o trrsportar that final hearing will be held at 10 no.0784), for lots 6, 7, 10 and 11,
Antelope, Pheasants, Bob White para mercado cualquiera de los ani- o'clock a. m. on October 12, 1908.
section 6, township 20 N., range
Quail, Wild Pigeon; protected until males, aves o pescadas protejidos bor
The said contestant having, in a 27
E N,M, P. Meridian, has filed
1908,
and
fine
$100
15,
filed
August
affidavit,
March 13, 1910. Penalty,
ley en este Territorio, Pena, $100 de proper
of intention to make- - final
after
notice
show
that
set forth facts which
(0 days imprisonment.
multa.
due diligence pereonal service of this five year proof, to establish claim
El uso de dinamita drogas, o per notice can not be made, it is hereby
Turtle Dove with gun only; July
to the land above described, be
Penalty,
mitiendo que pase rscerrin a cualqui- ordered and directed that such notice
15th to May 1st of each year.
foreW. H. Willcox, U, S. Ccurt
publication
proper
and
imprisonment.
due
given
be
$100 fine and 60 days
era de las aguas publicas del Territo
Commissioner,- at his office in
R.
Manuel
Otero,
wild Tnrkev. Mountain Grouse, rio en la cual se hallr pescado sera
' Register.
Roy, N. M., on the 2nd day of
Prairie Ghicken with gun only; Octo una felonia.
October, 1908.
each
of
Se prohibe trespases propiedad priler, November and December
Claimant names as witnesses:
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
year. Penalty, $100 fine and 00 days vada en la cual hay avisos colocados
Henry
Stone, John Tasharski,
Department of the Interior.
iniDrisonment.
Pena, $100 y 60 dias de encarcelamienP.
Branch, Juan Jose Rod-rique- z
Pablo
gun
to.
United States Land Office,
Ouail (native or crested) with
of Roy, N. M.
all
W. E. Griffin,
Clayton, N. M. August 21, 1908.
iv October. November, December
y
Pesca.
Caza
de
Guardian
Edward W. Pox,
Notice is hereby given that
and January of each year. Penalty,
F. A. Roy, Deputado.
10-1Register.
imprisonment.
(0
days
M
N.
Roy,
of
and
Archuleta,
Refujina
fine
$100
Mc-Grat- h,
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New Ideas

Locals.-

Life in its varied and multitudinous
forms is the highest manifestation of
that creative law or force which is
W. A. Vance of Union
forever active and at the same time reported on the sick list.

invisible.
The creative law or force is termed
by the physical scientist "First cause;
by the Christian cientist "Creator or
God" and by the mental scientist
"Mind", as something seperate, distinct and apart from matter. Whatsoever name is applied to this creative
law or force is immaterial since one
and all of them refer to the same thing.
Life like a source from which its
spring is invisible, intangible and
indissolable upon its manifestations
only are able to base our arguments
and draw our conclusions as to its
nature constituents and origin. Beyond the vale of mystery with which
the divine is forever enwrapped no human eye can see. Altho the scientist
of today declares life to be electricity
and has much proof to substantiate
his claim so little is known about this
powerful agent that the definition does

MILLS ITEMS.

Personals.

-

Mr. T. P. Cress left Monday
Topeka Kansas.

ooooooooooooooo"

for

is

W. H. Van Duyne, of Mills, was is
John W. Van Duyne is building
Roy on business Monday.
a house on his claim this week.

Fresh bread, cakes and pies always
on hand at the Royal Cafe.

Miss Maggie Ward Post Mistress at
Mr. James Wilburn of Oklahoma
Mills was here on business Tuesday. has moved on his claim this week.

Valley

Get ready for tht. cold winter
Dr. Frank Brady, of Solano, was
Ben Hobson and J. W. Van Duyne
months. A full line of Comforts and here on professional business Thurs. went to Roy on business Mondav.
Blankets at Floersheim's.
day.
Mr. T. J. Cress built a house on
W. H. Dunn who for some time
Melville Floersheim returned to his homestead last week.
has been chef at the Royal Cafe left Montoya, Monday after spendieg SatJ. H. Lebert went to Roy on busi
Tuesday for Denver, Colo.
urday and Sunday at home.
ness Tuesday.
A social dance will tie given tonight
Catholic church services will be held
Miss Maggie and Harry Ward went
in the Bushkevitz hall. Every one in- at the school house today by Rev.
to
Roy Tuesday on business connectvited to attend.
Antonio Cellier, of Springer.
ed with the new post office.
J. Arnold has rented the West Side Ross J'.vans who has been here im
The first mail pouch from the new
blacksmith shop from John W. Tyler proving his claim returned to Cottonoffice at Mills was sent to Tu- post
and is now open for business.
wood Falls, Kansas the first of the
Wednesday.
cumcari
,Wm. Popham and Geo. Cochrane week.
G. W. Hewlett and family of Gale
left Wednesday for Herrín, 111. to be R. C. Gammon and wife and child
na Kansas arrived Thursday of last
gone some time.
of Leon Iowa are visiting L. E.
week and his car of stock and house
and family.
Boys come in and see our stock of
hold goods with Mr. Cress in charge.
Nobby sweater Coats, new
Mrs. A. B. Stanton and children
Mr. Meikle of Las Vegas arrived
just the thing for fall wear. F. M. Co. returned from a three weeks visit with
last week overland with his family
not educate the problem any more
Geo. Dodge and Eugene Seiler went relatives in Union Co.
and is building a house on his
clearly perhaps than does the ancient to Lockport, 111. Wednesday after Mrs. Luella Winni e returned to her
ones given in the historical book of pending some time on their claims home in Strong City, Kansas after
W. H. Van Duyne, G. Hewlett, T.
Cenesis and relating to the origin of north of town.
spending a few weeks with her parents
J. Cress, J. H. Spencer and Mr. CorMan. The old historian says; And
Rev.. Father Cellier came overland Mr. and Mrs. Jacob North.
ner went to Red River, Sunday.
God breathed into the nostrils of man
in his automobile from Springer FriMr. Julian Gomez of Márquez and
the breath of life and man became a
T. P. Cress took some very fine
day and is holding services in the Gomez, of Wagon Mound and repre
living soul". But after all it matters Bushkevitz hall today.
pears east with him grown on the Orsenting the Pabst Brewing Co., was
not so much to us whether life be a
chard Ranch of M. W. Mills.
Quite a few of our citizens are ready here Tuesday calling on local saloon-istsolid, a fluid, a substance or a breath
J. P. Martin of Dawson visited his
since unto each individual it is given to attend the Fair at Springer, next
family here Sunday returning Mon
week.
We
to
get
and
ought
together
and taken away without his will or
Miss
W. C. Roy and daughter,
day.
send up an exhibit.
volition.
Josephine, left Friday for Springer;
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